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This study is concerned with the evaluation of the 
effect energy prices and availability have on food pro-
duction. For a predicted price and availability of 
variable inputs, the study optimally allocates these inputs 
to maximize the growers' profits and simulates the effect of 
this allocation on food prices, demand, and energy con-
sumption. The study investigates possible future energy 
situations and their effect as well as investigating 
alternate methods and policies for food production in an 
energy and food conscious world. 
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Three of the most important issues facing man today are 
the problems concerned with the economy, energy, and food 
production. The problems are complex and inter-related. In 
considering one, one must consider the effects of the others. 
Statement of the Problem 
In the United States, food production, the growth, 
harvest, and transportation of food, consumes 4% of the total 
energy used. The processing, storage, and preparation of 
food consumes an additional 3% (25, p. 312). The dependence 
of agriculture on fossil energy and the competitive nature of 
agricultural commodities amplifies the effect energy prices 
and availability have on food production. 
Inflation in the United States was 12.1% in the calendar 
year 1974. This increase was paced by a 40% increase in the 
cost of energy and a 25% increase in the cost of food (29). 
Natural gas service has been curtailed in several areas, 
causing partial shutdown by isolated industries, including 
fertilizer producers. This comes at a time when world food 
demand is approaching the existing production capacity and a 
significant number of people in poorer countries are starving. 
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Steinhart {25, p. 314) suggests that a reduction in 
America's preference for processed foods would reduce total 
energy in the food system. However, without more vigorous 
economic incentives, this is unlikely. Several realistic 
energy conservation measures have been proposed by Pimentel 
{21). The effect of these policies on energy consumption 
and food production can only be estimated for a given set of 
circumstances at one time. At present, there is no way to 
determine the long-range effects of time-varying conditions. 
It is similarly difficult to determine the effects on food 
production of changing energy situations due to economic or 
governmental action. 
Research Objectives 
The primary objective of this research is to evaluate 
and make recommendations concerning the impact of alternate 
energy policies and price possibilities on food production, 
crop prices, farm income, and energy consumption by agri-
culture. Specific effects will be noted on {l) raw food 
prices and consumer expenditures, {2) demand for crops and 
livestock products, {3) yield of crops, {4) energy consumed 
by agriculture, {S) costs of production, and {6) farm income. 
Energy and economic policies will be sought that will hold 
down the energy inputs to food production as well as the 
farm expenses and consumer prices while still meeting con-
sumer demand. 
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This is accomplished by an optimization model designed 
to maximize profit through process selection, increasing 
with a market feed-back simulation model. These models will 
estimate the price, demand, and yield of crops and energy 
consumed by variable inputs, and the amount of the variable 
inputs and processes for production of wheat, soybeans, 
feedgrains, and cotton i~ the United States under varying 
energy conditions. 
A simulation model is used because it offers the 
opportunity to observe the dynamic behavior of complex inter-
active systems. A realistic simulation provides the labora-
tory environment for testing hypotheses, decision rules, and 
alternate options. A simulation can handle the non-
linearities of delays and random functions with ease and 
gives the user a graphic total picture of the system 
operating characteristics. The model is in FORTRAN IV (G 
level, IBM system 360) because of its universality and 
graphical logic. 
The optimization model provides estimates of the mix 
and intensity of agricultural processes (planting, culti-
vating, fertilizing, etc.) that are most profitable to the 
producer for a given price of the variable inputs. The 
input prices are given as a function of energy consumed so 
that by varying the energy price the variable farm input 
prices vary accordingly, and produce a different profitable 
mix of processes. After the optimization of processes the 
model determines the total energy used, since the processes 
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are given in terms of energy consumption, and total variable 
costs of production. When used independently, the model 
gives the producer the most profitable mix of alternate 
processes for an expected commodity price and known variable 
costs, subject to any constraints on resources or energy. 
It also shows, for that optimal mix, the energy required, by 
type, and the variable cost of production. 
When this model interacts with POLYSIM, the farm market 
simulation model, the dynamic effect of the changes in 
energy prices and availability on market prices are simu-
lated. In using POLYSIM to simulate the agricultural 
economic environment the result of estimated variable costs 
and the resulting yield can be seen in the supply and price 
of the commodity. The resulting commodity price influences 
the model results for the next year by changing the price 
per unit of the commodity the producer expects. Thus the 
feedback loop is established (ref. Figure 2) and the effect 
of energy price and availability on commodity price and 
production and variable costs through time is demonstrated. 
For the purpose of showing these effects, the decision in-
puts of POLYSIM are held constant at the current policy of 
the government, so instead of showing the market changes due 
to agricultural policy, the augmented model will demonstrate 
the effects of energy in the market. An advanced study, 
perhaps, may combine both of these effects. The logic of 
the optimization procedes as shown in Figure 1. 
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READ: INPUT FUNCTIONS 
(COST OF ALL PROCESSES AS 
FUNCTIONS OF ENERGY, PRODUC· 
TION FUNCTIONS, AND ENERGY 




INPUT: EXPECTED PRICE FOR 
EACH CROP FROM POLYSIM 
+ 
OPTIMIZE PROCESSES THAT 
HAVE PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 
FOR NON- IRRIGATED LAND 
OPTIMIZE PROCESS FOR IRRIGA· i = i + 1 
TED LAND 
+ POLYSIM 
DETERMINE YIELDS AND PRO- DETERMINE ACREAGE, LIVE-
CESS INTENSITIES BY COMBINING 
IRRIGATED AND NON-IRRIGATED 
STOCK LEVELS, PRICE OF 
RESULTS, WEIGHTED BY COMMODITIES, AND INCOME, 
CURRENT FACTORS YEAR i OUTPUT 
' . 
ACCOUNT TOTAL COSTS AND 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND IN-
TENSITY OF VARIABLE PROCESS· 
ES FOR ALL CROPS OUTPUT 
AGGREGATE FEED GRAINS AND 
SUPPLY YIELDS AND VARIABLE 
EXPENSES TO POLYSIM 
Figure 1. Optirni za ti on Logic 
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The model maximizes the profit of the producer. 




= (comm<;>dity\ x (yield) _ (variable cc;>st} (l-l) 
price -, of production 
= (comm<;>di ty) (~roduc~ion) _ ( cost of 1( intensity ) 
price function processe~ of processes 
= [expected price][44.6 + 0.33 F - 0.000 65 F 2 
+ 4.9 I - 0.11 I 2 + 0.0007 IF + 13.l C 
+ 11.6 H - 2.40 c2 - 2.75 H2 - 2.00 CH+ 48.9 P 
- 29.6 P 2 ] - [F(0.068 + 0.012 G + 0.015 N 
+ 0.64 KW) + I(0.33 + 0.78G + 0.07 N + 21.33 KW) 
+ C(0.98 + 0.32 G) + H(3.08 + 0.137 G + 0.038 N 
+ 0.51 KW) + P(7.32 + 0.+37 G + 0.038 N + 
+ 0.51 KW)] ( 1-2) 
F = pounds fertilizer/acre; 
I = irrigation, acre · inches; 
C = cultivation, times over; 
H = herbicide, lbs/acre; 
P = pesticide, lbs/acre; 
G = petroleum, price per gallon; 
3 N = natural gas, price per 1000 ft and 
KW = price per kilowatt of electricity. 
The coefficients in Equation 1-2 represent the response of 
yield to the variable inputs and the cost of those inputs in 
terms of energy. These are developed in detail in 
Chapter III for all crops. 
Research Methodology 
The research effort was accomplished in four identif i-
able stages. The first stage, the lengthiest, is basically 
organization and data reduction. It consists of 
(1) defining the common processes of food production, such 
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as cultivation, seedbed preparation, planting, fertilization, 
and harvest; (2) determining the direct and indirect energy 
per acre consumed in each process; (3) calculating the 
variable costs of each process and the incremental cost for 
each energy type for each process, and (4) determining second 
order production functions, that is, the effect on yield of 
varying amounts of the process, for each process in which a 
variation of intensity is reasonable, as in irrigation. 
The second stage is the mathemdtical aggregation of the 
data and information from the first stage. It consists of 
(1) stating the relationships to form an objective function 
of prof its for a grower (profit is a function of the costs 
of the processes, market price, and crop yield resulting 
from these processes), and (2) imposing energ¥ and resource 
constraints to complete the mathematical statement. 
The third stage is the building and validation of the 
model to (1) maximize the expected profit, by selecting the 
optimal mix and intensity of processes that may vary in 
intensity subject to the stated constraints; (2) determine 
for each commodity, the total variable costs, yield and 
energy consumption; and (3) interface with POLYSIM, a market 
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simulation model described in detail in the next chapter, to 
link resource use and production to commodity price utili-
zation and farm income through time. 
The final stage is the operational stage. In this 
stage, the effect of different energy policies and futures 
• 
are simulated to determine the effect of these policies on 
food production, energy consumption, and prices. The 
results are then documented. 
Organization 
The documentation of the research is organized as 
follows: 
Chapter II: Literature Review 
The literature that is most directly applicable and 
definitive of the state of the art, relating energy and 
agriculture is reviewed. The market simulation model, 
POLYSIM, is documented in detail. 
Chapter III: Agricultural Processes: 
Energy 
This chapter discusses the direct and indirect energy 
that is consumed by the variable inputs to each commodity. 
It defines what energy is accounted and the sources. It 
also discusses the types and nature of aggregate production 
functions. 
Chapter IV: Model Description 
This chapter documents the details of the model. It 
includes applicable assumptions, the inputs to the model, 
the relationships of the variables, a description of the 
optimization algorithm, the output of the model, and the 
interaction with POLYSIM. 
Chapter V: Alternate Policies and 
Futures Evaluation 
The different policies, constraints, and futures 
simulated are described in this chapter. The results of 
the variations are described. 
Chapter VI: Conclusions and 
Recommendations 
This chapter contains a summary and comparison of the 
results of the various simulations. Predictions and 
recommendations are made on the results of the simulation. 




The literature, on which this study is built) can be 
divided into three groups: economic simulation, energy use 
in agriculture, and general agricultural statistics. There 
is a significant body of work in each of the three categories. 
There is, however, to the author's knowledge, no published 
work in which energy use and price are simulated with an 
economic model of a sector of agriculture. 
There are many general texts on economic simulation. 
The most comprehensive and detailed work on economic feed-
back system is presented by J. Forrester in Industrial 
Dynamics (6). Forrester describes, in the text, the 
philosophy and methodology of simulation in interactive 
feedback systems. He shows how organizational structure, 
amplification and time delays interact to influence each 
other over time. He treats the interactions between flows 
of information, money, materials, and personnel in an 
industry or economy. 
Many specific models of agricultural economics have 
been published. Ray has documented the POLYSIM model in 
articles and technical bulletins (22, 23). This is the 
model used in this research to simulate the economic effect 
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of the prices and processes determined by the optimization 
model and so is described in detail. 
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A schematic diagram of POLYSIM is shown on the following 
page. The original purpose of POLYSIM was to estimate the 
impact of a changed agricultural policy environment, e.g., 
government price and income policies, on the production 
(acreage x yield), price, and income levels of specific 
commodities. 
The model is constructed from previous estimates of 
supply and demand characteristics and USDA predictions of 
production, price, utilization, and income levels for major 
commodities from 1972 to 1980. The base predictions account 
for changes in relative prices and changes in supply and 
demand shifters such as population growth, change in national 
income, and consumer preferences. Given the value of these 
shifters, it is the interaction of supply and demand 
responses to prices that determines the economic response of 
the commodity market. 
POLYSIM is a recursive feedback model utilizing the 
direct and crossprice elasticities for each of the com-
modities to determine the response of supply and demand to 
price changes. The percentage changes in prices from the 
previous year are multiplied by the appropriate direct and 
cross elasticities to estimate the change in commodity supply 








= Acreage x 1.0 + ~ {
Base ~ j 
(i+l)j k=l· 
e jk(calculated-base price)i. 
base price .. 
lJ 
( adjustment r + 1.0 - . ff' . t alculated-base coe ic1en . 
. J 
Price) .. l. - lJ 
(2-1) 
where ejk is the elasticity of acreage for crop j with the 
respect to the price of crop k. 
The adjustment coefficient is to compensate for the 
difference in short-run and long-run price response to a 
sustained price change. 
As currently written in POLYSIM, deviations from base 
yield estimates depend on estimated direct price elastic-
ities for yield and the percentage change in previous year's 
price for the respective crop, and index of prices paid. 
This calculation will be replaced in the expanded model by 
the results of optimizing profits, which are functions of 
production functions and costs of inputs, as described in 
the next chapter. For a given set of prices, each process 
for each crop will be assigned the intensity that produces 
the greatest return to the producer. These intensities will 
determine the current year's yield for each crop. The 
producer's costs will be a function of energy costs. The 
intensity of the processes will be subject to energy and 
resource constraints. In addition to the yield, information 
will be gathered on the intensity of processes (some 
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competing alternatives) for each crop for different prices, 
the energy consumed for variable inputs, and the variable 
costs of production. These costs will replace the current 
"variable production costs" in POLYSIM. This process will 
be described in detail in the next section. 
Production is the product of the calculated yield and 
acreage. The crop supply identities include production, 
imports and carryover. Crop prices are dependent on the 
percentage change in calculated crop supplies and the base 
supply estimates. Demand, domestic and export, is dependent 
on the percentage change in the current and base estimates 
for the current year's prices of the crop and related 
commodities. 
Livestock production levels for each of the seven 
classes, are based on livestock and feed grain prices from 
the previous year. Livestock prices are a function of the 
percentage change in the quantity available for consumption. 
Livestock production and prices in turn influence feed grain 
demand. 
Finally, the information given as outputs, besides the 
information on government interaction, includes yields, 
production, prices, income, exports, acreages, and livestock 
prices and levels through time. 
Several studies have been made utilizing input-output 
analysis. The method lends itself well to tracing flows of 
energy into goods and services. Most studies modify the 
Bureau of Census 1967 tables for the American economy to 
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trace energy flows. Two papers that document this type 
research are "Use of Input-Output Analysis to Determine the 
Energy Cost of Goods and Services'' by Herendeen (10) and 
"Patterns of Energy Consumption in the United States" (18), 
a report prepared for the Office of Science and Technology. 
The former emphasizes the methodology while the latter 
presents the data and tables. 
One other study ultizing input-output analysis and 
concentrating on food production is "Energy Use for Food in 
the United States," by E. Hirst (12). It gives detailed 
information on energy inputs at each stage of food production 
from growing to processing to preparation for consumption. 
The obvious limitation on input-output analysis is its static 
nature. It is an excellent means of determining flows of 
energy or money to end products, but cannot show the effects 
of time varying changes. 
Two related articles have appeared in Science docu-
menting the energy currently being used in food production 
and the trends of increasing energy consumption. The 
articles, one by Steinhart and Steinhart (25), the other by 
Pimentel (21), describe the implications of increasing energy 
use, look to the future, and suggest methods to reduce energy 
use. 
A more specialized paper by Emmons (5) follows the 
general methods of the papers above to determine in detail 
the direct and indirect energy use on a typical farm 
producing peanuts in Oklahoma. This paper shows in detail, 
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for each farming process, the direct energy consumed and the 
energy inherent in the variable inputs, such as irrigation 
and fertilizer. Many of the sources and methodology of this 
paper were used by this author for data collection and 
reduction to determine the energy used in the production of 
the seven crops considered in this research. 
The last category of literature, general agriculture 
information, includes literature on farm and market processes 
and general statistics. Many texts are available that 
describe the pricing environment of agriculture. Similarly, 
several texts are available that discuss yield response in 
general. One of these, Grain Yields and the American Food 
Supply by Johnston and Gustafson, was particularly helpful 
(14). The authors discuss qualitatively and quantitatively 
the factors that affect yields of specific grains and the 
magnitude of that effect. They discuss effects of geography, 
changes in weather, and the influence of price on grain 
yield. Also discussed are man's influence ori yield: 
fertilizer, improved seed, irrigation, summer fallow, and 
weed control. They make predictions on further increases in 
yield from current observations and past performances. 
There is a tremendous wealth of published research on 
yield responses to variable inputs of fertilizer, irrigation, 
cultivation, herbicide, and pesticide. The description of 
this type document is deferred until the next chapter, as is 
the specific information as to how the production functions 
in this study were derived. 
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Finally, the Bureau of Census and the United States 
Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service 
periodically compile and publish information and statistics 
on inputs and outputs of agriculture. Much of the base data 
was from the Bureau of Census's 1973 Agricultural Annual. 
The "World Fertilizer Situation, 1975" provided much of the 
information on the quantity and composition of fertilizer in 
the United States. Other statistical sources too numerous 
to mention will be documented in the succeeding chapters 
where the information is applicable. 
CHAPTER III 
AGRICULTURAL PROCESSES: ENERGY INPUTS 
AND YIELD EFFECTS 
Energy Inputs 
As our society attains higher degrees of technology, 
its products become more energy-intensive. In food pro-
duction, energy is used in many forms. It is used directly 
as fuel for tractors, equipment, and transportation. Also, 
it is used for irrigation and drying in various forms. 
These direct uses only constitute a portion of the energy 
used in agriculture, however. In addition to the direct 
energy used on the farm, the products used on the farm have 
an indirect energy content. This includes fertilizer, seeds, 
chemicals, and any other variable input to food production. 
Every raw material, every finished good has inherent energy 
content. This is the energy required to extract, process, 
transport, and manufacture articles. As demand and yields 
increase, agriculture consumes proportionally more indirect 
energy. 
This research investigates the direct and indirect 
energy used in the variable inputs to food production, those 




Different products generally require different 
processes. The equipment and processes used for the same 
crop in one part of the country may be quite different in 
another part. The equipment required to initially break the 
soil is considerably different for clay than for sandy loam. 
Some soils may require harrowing or other cultivation. 
Different climates have different pests, so weed and insect 
control will vary. For a specific area, the processes may 
be more exactly tied to a specific piece of equipment or 
production technique. This is impossible for an aggregate 
study. For this reason, the processes defined for this 
study are quite general. 
The processes, utilizing the variable inputs to the 
production of the commodities are (1) pre-planting tillage, 
which includes all processes between harvest one season and 
planting the next, plowing, discing, harrowing, all soil 
preparations; (2) planting; (3) fertilizer application, 
including selfpropelled sprayers, dry fertilizer applicators 
in tandem with planters, and sprayers; (4) herbicide appli-
cation, custom and sprayed; (5) cultivation, including all 
tillage after planting and before harvest, row tillage on 
row crops and cultivation of fallowed acreage of small grains; 
(6) application of pesticide, both ground and aerial appli-
cations; (7) irrigation; (8) harvesting, both custom and self 
harvest; (9) drying those applicable crops; and (10) trans-
portation to the storage area, including year-round use of 
pickup and truck. 
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The direct energy included in the study is the fuel 
used by tractors, equipment, and trucks, and the energy,used 
in irrigation and drying. The indirect energy included is 
the energy required to produce seeds, herbicide, pesticide, 
and fertilizer. 
The energy associated with fixed inputs, while not a 
part of this study, should be pointed out to the reader. 
Farm machinery and repairs to machinery are a considerable 
use of energy. It is beyond the scope of this research, 
however, to determine what the effects of energy prices 
would be on fixed inputs. Similarly the electricity for 
home use and the energy used in the maintenance and con-
struction of outlying structures is not included.· 
The fuel used for each process and each crop by tractors, 
trucks, and equipment was calculated from selected United 
States Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service 
regional enterprise budgets. They were selected in the 
areas where each crop is dominant, weighted to represent the 
national average figures. The budgets give average times 
over for each process and the fuel consumed for each 
particular equipment and process. 
The following are the budget document numbers that were 

























Each budget represents from 1 million to 4 million acres, so 
. 
six to seven percent of the crop production is used as the 
sample. The information from each budget is weighted by the 
fraction of the sample acreage it represents. The specific 
items weighted were: (1) times over for each specific 
process, (2) fuel required for each process per time over, 
and (3) variable costs associated with each process, less 
fuel. 
Table I shows the average times over, fuel used, and 
costs as a function of fuel for each crop for the preplanting 
tillage. Each column reflects average data from selected 
Regional Enterprise Budgets, weighted by crop acreage. 
The costs for preplanting tillage, beside fuel, include 
tractor and equipment repair, labor, interest, and insurance. 
The prices are in 1972 dollars and are adjusted by Department 
of Agriculture predictions of costs from 1970-1980. All of 
the baseline data in this study are 1972 data, the most 
recent year for which full statistics are available. 
Table II shows the variable cost for planting each crop 
as a function of fuel. These costs are from the Regional 
Enterprise Budgets, weighted as previously described. The 
costs, less fuel include tractor and equipment repair, labor, 
insurance, seed, and interest. Seed prices are a function 
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TABLE I 
VARIABLE COSTS FOR PREPLANTING TILLAGE 
Acreage Fuel per Times Over/ Variable Cost per Crop 
Times Over Acre in Gallons times over/acre less fuel 
Wheat 2.1 0.42 $1.60 
Soybeans 3.0 0.44 0.92 
Cotton 4.0 1.12 1.26 
Corn 2.8 0.43 0.98 
Sorghum 3.2 0.42 1.11 
Oats 1.78 0.54 1.03 
Barley 1. 68 0.58 1.29 
Source: Derived from E.R.S. Regional Enterprise Budgets. 
TABLE II 
VARIABLE COSTS FOR PLANTING 
Fuel/Acre Seed/ Variable Ratio: Indirect Seed Energy 
per Acre 
Crop Cost per Acre Seed/ Petr. Nat. G~s Elect. Gallons Acre 
Less Fuel & Seed Grain Gal. lo3ft KWH 
Wheat 0.54 1.2 bu $1.60 1.57 0.35 0.029 1.1 
Soybeans 0.70 1. 0 bu $0.92 2.0 0.28 0. 00.4 1.13 
cotton 1.01 22 lb $1.39 0.8 1. 32 0.098 6.16 
Corn 0.31 .24 bu $0.98 10.0 0.361 0.08 3.52 
Sorghum 0.36 0.1 bu $1.11 7.0 0.21 0.032 1.62 
Oats 0.74 2.4 bu $1.23 1.7 0.46 0.017 2.16 
Barley 0.63 1. 6 bu $1. 29 1.6 0.42 0.012 1.2 
Source: Fuel, seed rates, and variable costs derived from ERS Enterprise Budgets. 
Seed energy is fraction of total energy used, according to yield. 
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of the expected market price (see Table II) . Tractor and 
equipment repair and machinery labor are allocated on a 
times over basis for preplanting tillage, cultivating, 
planting, and fertilizing. The energy content of the seeds 
was calculated by adding the energy used per acre, dividing 
by the yield and multiplying times the seed rate/acre. 
Fertilizing is generally done near planting time, so all 
fertilizing equipment costs are charged to planting. The 
cost of fertilizing is just the cost of the fertilizer. 
These costs are shown in Table III as a function of energy. 
The energy for fertilizer for each crop is a sum of the 
portional energy for the specific amount of nitrogen, 
phosphorous, and potassium used in the aggregate in 1972 
(35, 29). The total energy required for a pound of each 
fertilizer component is from Errunons (5, 18). The energy mix 
is from "The World Fertilizer Situation" (36, 45). The 
price, less energy is again from selected Enterprise 
Budgets~ The petroleum classification includes diesel, 
gasoline, and liquid petroleum. 
cultivation costs are shown in Table IV. Cultivation 
for small grains includes the cultivation of fallowed land, 
weighted by the 53 percent of small grain cropland fallowed 
in 1972 (26). All ground preparation costs are counted in 
preplant tillage (Table I). The cultivation data is derived 




Percent Energy/Pound Cost Less 
Crop N p K Petroleum Nat. Gas Elect. Energy 
Gallons 103Ft3 KWH $/pound 
Wheat 56 32 12 0.013 0.017 0.60 0.075 
Soybeans 10 39 51 0.010 0.003 0.88 0.094 
Cotton 51 27 22 0.012 0.016 0.63 0.068 
Corn 48 26 26 0.012 0.015 0.64 0.068 
Sorghum 68 14 18 0.012 0.020 0.51 o .• 048 
Oats 28 29 43 0.008 0.008 0.76 0.078 
( 
Barley 49 46 5 0.013 0.015 0.68 0.097 
Source: Mixture from ref. 36. 
Energy/pound from ref. 5. 
Costs from Enterprise Budgets. 
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TABLE IV 
VARIABLE COSTS OF CULTIVATION 
Average Fuel per Times Variable Cost per 
Crop Times Over/Acre in Times Over/Acre, 
Over Gallons Less Fuel 
Wheat 1. 68 0.42 $1. 60 
.Boy beans 3.5 0.42 $0.92 
Cotton 3.0 0.84 $h.26 
corn 2.0 0.32 $0.98 
Sorghum 2.0 0.32 $1.11 
Oats 1.95 0.48 $1.03 
Barley 1. 99 0.48 $1. 29 
Source: Derived from E.R.S. Regional Enterprise Budgets. 
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The cost of herbicide application includes the cost of 
spraying: labor, equipment, and fuel plus the cost of the 
herbicide, which can also be expressed as a function of the 
cost of the energy required to produce it. The cost per 
pound is an average estimate for all herbicides as the 
production function in the next section is average. It is 
assumed the effectiveness and energy content per dollar of 
herbicide remain constant over the spectrum of available 
herbicides. 
The variable cost of spraying is from the Enterprise 
Budgets, and is the same regardless of crop, reflecting an 
average from all application methods. The energy content 
for herbicide and pesticide is from Emmons (5, 18). The mix 
is from energy consumed in the production of agricultural 
chemicals as documented in the 1967 Census of Manufacturers 
(27, 28F-18). These costs and energy uses are shown in 
Table V for all crops. 
The variable costs of irrigation are for labor, equip-
ment repair and fuel for the pumps. The 1972 mix of energy 
used in irrigation was 22% petroleum, 16% natural gas, and 
62% electricity (33). With these percentages the average 
energy used for one acre-inch of irrigation is 0.78 gallons 
of petroleum, 0.07 x 10 3 cubic feet of natural gas, and 
21.33 kilowatt-hours. Table VI shows the non-energy 
variable costs of irrigation (5, 20). 
The only crops to use a significant amount of pesticide 
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1 Includes fuel for applicating equipment and indirect for 
herbicide manufacture. 
Source: Energy content from ref. 5. Cost, less energy, 
from Regional Enterprise Budgets. 
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and energy content are the same as herbicide for pesticide 
application. ·Cotton requires frequent spraying with air-
craft and self propelled sprayers, typically 10 applications 
of 2/3 pounds per acre (31). The energy content and appli-
cation cost is the same as that derived for herbicide, but 
the pesticide is more expensive, $7.32 per pound, applied, 
less energy costs (Table VII). 
The costs of harvests from the Enterprise budgets, 
beside fuel, include custom combining, equipment repair, 
labor, and interest. It does not include transportation or 
drying. Corn and sorghum are the only crops requiring a 
significant amount of drying. These costs are shown in 
Table VIII (8). 
The final process, transportation, includes transpor-
tation after harvest :·.and truck and pickup use during the 
growing season. Besides fuel, it includes the cost of 
repairs, labor, insurance, and interest. The data is from 
the Enterprise Budgets (Table IX) . 
Variable Inputs and Yield 
In the last 40 years, crop yields have increased sig-
nificantly, nearly doubling for most crops. This increase 
is due to improved seeds, an increase of mechanization, 
irrigation, and chemical inputs of fertilizer, herbicides, 
and pesticides, and, for some crops, an increase of fallowed 
land. Energy input to the U.S. food system has increased 
four-fold in the same period, according to Steinhart (25). 
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TABLE VII 
VARIABLE COSTS FOR HARVEST 
Fuel Harvest Cost 
Crop Gallons/ $/Acre, less 
Acre fuel 
Wheat 1. 97 3.00 
Soybeans 2.52 3.45 
Cotton 8.00 52.50 
Corn 2.15 5.67 
Sorghum 2.15 3.22 
Oats 2.40 3.40 
Barley 2.94 3.17 




Crop Petroleum Nat. G~s Elec. 
Gal 103Ft KWH 
Corn 3.9 0.70 11.8 
Sorghum 1.9 0.33 5.9 
Source: Ref. 8. 
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TABLE IX 
VARIABLE TRANSPORTATION COSTS 
Fuel Use Costs Less 
Crop Per Acre Fuel 
Gallons $/Acre 
Wheat 5.43 2.31 
.. 
Soybeans 6.05 1.05 
Cotton 7.60 2.72 
Corn 7.02 1.57 
Sorghum 4.37 1.40 
Oats 3. 68 0. 81 
Barley 5.15 1. 88 
Source: Derived from Regional Enterprise Budgets. 
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Johnson and Gustafson (14) estimate that future 
increases in grain yields may be made not only with 
increases in fertilizer rates, but with improved seeds, 
cultivation practices, herbicides, and insecticides. They 
further state that further increases in summer fallow, 
unless associated with an expansion of the sown area, are 
not likely to have much influence on total grain output. 
Also, expansion of irrigation is li~ely to have only a minor 
effect on yields unless grain prices rise significantly, 
bringing increased irrigation in humid areas, which would 
have a measurable impact on yields. 
Agricultural production functions mathematically define 
yield as a function of agricultural inputs. Production 
functions are derived as a result of controlled experiments 
and fitting the results to an assumed model. The diffi-
culties of deriving aggregate production functions, however, 
are considerable and must be recognized. 
Headley and Lewis (9) have pointed out several problems 
in the formation of any aggregate production function from 
experimental data. First, experimental observations may 
relate to a higher standard of production than found in 
the aggregate. That is, the timing or application method 
may be more effective. Second, there is difficulty in 
obtaining readings throughout the normal operating range. 
Too often the research determines the effect with or without 
treatment, or just a few discrete points. Third, extreme 
care in experimental design must be made to insure results 
are not obscured by uncontrolled variables. Fourth, the 
time relationship of most processes must be considered as 
well as the effect of bordering areas. Finally, soil and 
climate at the experimental sites may not represent the 
aggregate. 
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There are other problems unique to weed and insect 
control. The crop level of infestation may be considerably 
heavier or lighter than normal, or the results unique only 
to a particular pest. Also, there may be improvements in 
the quality, as well as the quantity that would result 
in higher profits. 
These problems are minimized by careful experimental 
design: control of inputs, duplication of normal standards, 
conducting the experiment over several seasons, in large 
areas and several regions, and obtaining as many data points 
as possible. As much as possible, the production functions 
obtained and derived in this paper were developed from 
research conducted under the above conditions. 
Ibach and Adams (13) conducted exhaustive research in 
fertilizer production functions for 76 regions of the United 
States. The author has selected those regions for each crop 
that represents the most total acreage and weighted them to 
obtain an aggregate function. These are shown in Table X. 
The results in Table X were obtained by averaging the data 
from the most significant areas for each crop and shifting 
the curve upward, if required, to reflect 1972 technology. 
The shift was accomplished by adjusting the linear term so 
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that the 1972 aggregate yield matched the 1972 fertilizer 
rate. 
TABLE X 
FERTILIZER PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 
Crop Yield 
Wheat 21.0 + 0.32 F - 0.0022 F2 
Soybeans 18.9 - 0.50 F - 0.0069 F2 
Cotton* 180.0 - 4.7 F - 0.0153 F2 
Corn 44.6 + 0.33 F - 0.00065 F2 
Sorghum 27.1 0.55 F - 0.00214 F2 
Oats 40.2 + 0.43 F - 0.00341 F2 
Barley 34.5 + 0.24 F - 0.00250 F2 
* Yield is pounds of lint/acre, all others are bushels/acre. 
F = pounds fertilizer at 1972 ratios of nitrogen, phosphorus, 
and potassium. 
Source: Ref. 13. 
Irrigation also has a significant effect on yields in 
dry areas. Heady, et al. (11), have compiled production 
functions for corn, wheat, and cotton. The work accounts 
for the cross-product effect of fertilizer and irrigation 
used simultaneously. These production functions and 
information presented in the Irrigation Handbook and 
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Directory were used to determine the production functions 
for the lesser irrigated crops of oats, barley, sorghum, and 
soybeans by fitting the second order curve to the expected 
maximum increase in the shape of similar grains (14). 
Assuming an average of 10 inches of rainfall over the growing 
season in irrigated areas, the production functions for 
irrigation are shown in Table XI. 
TABLE XI 
IRRIGATION PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 
Crop Change in Yield Base 
Wheat 0.75 I - 0.010 I2 + 0.0020 (I) (F) 
Soybeans 0.74 I - 0.0113 12 + 0.00028 (l) (F) 
Cotton* - 148 + 16.49 I - 0.302 12 + 0.017 (l) (F) 
Corn 31.7 + 4.9 l - 0.11 12 + 0.0007 (1) (F) 
Sorghum 24.0 + 3.3 I - 0.070 12 + 0.0012 ( l) (F) 
Oats 11. 0 + 2.1 l - 0.014 r2 + 0.0016 (l) (F) 
Barley 3.5 1.1 I - 0.0098 12 + 0.0024 (l) (F) 
I = Acre-inches of irrigation. 
F = pounds of fertilizer per acre at 1972 ration of N-P-K. 
*Cotton yield is pounds of lint/acre, all others are 
bushels/acre. 
Source: Ref. 11. 
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Weed control, or lack of, has a dramatic effect on 
yield. Assuming the grower starts with clean seed, weed 
control is accomplished by mechanical means or with herbi-
cide, or some combination of both. Row crops, corn, sorghum, 
and cotton, may be cultivated during the growing season. 
Small grain cultivation is confined to a normal soil 
preparation and cultivation of fallowed land. 
There are several periodicals and societies that publish 
the results of weed control research. There is available 
data for all methods of weed control and all crops. 
Equation (3-1) is derived by regression from research data 
by Burnside and Wicks (3), for sorghum weed control. 
Sorghum: 
2 2 6Y = -15.15 + 6.5 C + 5.8 H - 1.2. C - 1.51 H 
- 1.01 CH (3-1) 
C = Cultivation, times over; 
H = Herbicide, pounds/acre (one application); and 
6Y = change in base yield. 
Equation (3-2) is similarly derived from data submitted 
by Meggitt (16) on weed control in corn. 
Corn: 
6Y = -19.01 + 13.1 C + 11.6 H - 2.40 c2 - 2.75 H2 
- 2.00 CH (3-2) 
Equation (3-3) represents the effectiveness of culti-
vation and herbicide in soybean yield, from research by 
Burnside and Colville. Equation (3-4) is derived from 
research in cotton weed control by Dowler and Hauser (2, 4) · 
Soybeans: 
8Y = -8.12 + 3.95 c + 2.~o H - 0.610 c2 - 0.75 H2 
- 0.65 CH 
Cotton: 
8Y = -509.5 + 260.1 C + 115.4 H - 29.65 c2 




The soil preparation for grain production is, within a 
small variance, fixed, so the weed control production 
functions are a function only of herbicide. Equations (3-5 
through 3-7) are for barley, wheat, and oats, respectively 
(20, 9). 
Barley: 8Y = -2.2 + 12.1 H - 9.8 H2 (3-5) 
Wheat: 8Y = -1.18 + 5.86 H - 4.75 H2 (3-6) 
oats: 8Y = -1. 2 + 10.5 H - 7.2 H2 (3-7) 
Pesticide, as mentioned in the previous section, is 
only used, to any extent, on cotton, corn, and soybeans. 
The production functions for these crops are Equations (3-8 
through 3-10) I respectively ( 9) • 
Cotton: 8Y = -152 + 34.8 p - 2.51 p2 (3-8) 
p = pounds per acre of pesticide 
Corn: 8Y = -16.0 48.9 p - 29.6 p2 ( 3-9) 
p = pounds per acre of pesticide 
Soybeans:8Y = -3.7 + 51. 0 p - 140.0 p2 (3-10) 
p = pounds per acre of pesticide 
CHAPTER IV 
MODEL DESCRIPTION 
As described in Chapter I, the purpose of the model is 
to act as a vehicle to make a realistic simulation of the 
agricultural market. Specifically it will simulate the 
reaction to different energy prices and availabilities and 
alternate farming processes, over a period of several years. 
The reaction is observed in crop yields, prices, and pro-
duction as well as livestock products' (beef, pork, lamb, 
poultry~ eggs, milk) prices and production. In addition, 
the amount and type of energy and variable costs used in 
each situation may be compared. 
The complete model is a merger of two models: the 
first, POLYSIM, is an economic model by Ray described 
briefly in Chapter II; the other model is an optimization 
and accounting model, created for this study. This model is 
constructed to interface with POLYSIM. Its logic and the 
interface will be described in detail in this chapter. 
Model Logic 
In Chapter I and Chapter II, the basic flow of each of 
the two models was described briefly, independent of each 
other. In the general discussion that follows, the logic of 
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the complete model will be outlined, with detailed infor-
mation about the process optimization and energy calculation 
model following. 
The model flow is diagrammed in Figure 3. The first 
five blocks are for the initialization of the simulation 
run(s}. The economic portion of the model is based on the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture Commodity Economic Division 
predictions of production, yields, and prices for commodity 
and livestock products and estimates of elasticity from 
independent research. These predictions, the baseline data, 
are stored on disc to reduce input requirements. The first 
step of the program is to read this data off disc storage. 
Then, user supplied information is read in. This includes 
the project name, number of years to be simulated, the 
beginning year, market options (free or support} and optional 
information on target prices, loan rates, production, and 
yields. This information is used to initialize all files. 
The simulator uses data from the year being simulated first 
and the two previous years to initialize conditions. Two 
parallel files of information are stored: baseline and 
simulated values. This parallel storage is because of the 
nature of most calculations multiplies the percentage 
difference between baseline and simulated values by the 
appropriate elasticity coefficient. In addition, all 
exogenous information is filed. The user then has the option 
to supply his own elasticities, the long term and short term 
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price flexibility. The final step in the initialization is 
to echo all the user supplied input data and options. 
The next series of three blocks begins the first year 
·simulation and deals with the livestock products supply and 
the receipts of the producer. The first calculation is 
livestock production. All livestock product calculations 
are made for beef and veal, pork, lamb, chicken, turkey, 
eggs, and milk. The production calculations are based on 
the product's previous year's price, the percent difference 
between baseline and simulated feed grain price and the 
differences in prices of competing products times the appro-
priate direct and cross elasticities. With this production 
information, and the import and export demand, the livestock 
products available for domestic consumption are computed. 
The last section of this series calculates the percentage 
change in livestock product availability, and with this 
information and the known price flexibility, the current 
year's price for each of the livestock productsis:determined~ 
The next series of ten blocks determines crop supplies 
and production costs for each crop. It is in this section 
that the optimization and energy model interfaces with 
POLYSIM. The first crop calculations determine the target 
prices and government loan rates for feed grains, wheat, 
soybeans, and cotton. Where these prices exceed the previous 
year's calculated market price they are used as the expected 
price. Next, user supplied information is supplied for each 
crop, each year, on energy prices (petroleum, natural gas, and 
electricity) and availability. At this point, the feed 
grain category is broken down to corn, sorghum, oats, and 
barley. 
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The energy and crop price information is then substi-
tuted into the production functions described in Chapter III 
and the level of each of the variable processes are sought 
that maximizes the income of the producer, possibly subject 
to constraints on the amount of each type of energy used and 
the amount of each specific process. By variable processes, 
it is meant those processes that may be varied in intensity 
to vary the yield. These include fertilization, herbicide 
application and irrigation for all crops, cultivation for 
the row crops of corn, cotton, soybeans, and sorghum, and 
pesticides for cotton, corn, and soybeans. The optimization 
process is described in a later section of this chapter. 
Once the optimal mix of processes is determined, the 
production functions define the aggregate yield for each 
crop. The harvested acreage for each crop is determined, as 
described in Chapter II, from the baseline acreage, the 
percent deviation in last year's crop market prices from the 
baseline projections times the appropriate direct and cross 
elasticities, and the adjustment coefficient for long and 
short term changes. The total production for each crop is 
then simply the product of the yield and the number of 
acres harvested. 
The energy consumed per acre for each crop is calculated 
from equations derived in Chapter III. The energy and cost 
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calculations will be detailed in a later section of this 
chapter. The total energy use, by type, associated with 
variable inputs is obtained by multiplying the per acre 
amounts times the production of each crop and summing over 
all crops. Similarly, the per acre expenses for each crop 
are calculated from the relationships derived in Chapter III . 
. These expenses cover those processes that are optimized 
above as well as those that are fixed in intensity, such as 
planting and harvesting. They are a function also of the 
price of last year's crop because of the purchase of seed 
for this year's crop. The total expenses then are the per 
acre expenses times the acreage harvested. 
At each iteration, the .detailed results of the optimi-
zation and energy section is printed for each crop. This 
includes the intensity of the variable processes, the per 
acre energy used in the production of each crop, by type of 
energy, the yield, and the per acre expenses. 
The next two blocks comprise the crop price and demand 
section. With the production information from the previous 
section, and the predicted import and export demand, and 
appropriate direct and cross elasticities, the current price 
for each crop is calculated. This is done in the same manner 
as the livestock prices in the second section. The current 
market price and the baseline price is used to calculate 
crop demand and export demand. The carry-over (stocks on 
hand) is then adjusted as required by production and demand 
differences. 
The next series of three blocks covers livestock pro-
duction costs. The initial calculation is the feed con-
version ratio. This is the ratio of pounds of feed to 
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pounds of product {live weight for the livestock themselves) . 
It is a function of the previous year's price for the product 
and for feed and the baseline ratio. Next, feed gra~n 
demand is computed from the livestock production levels, the 
feed conversion ratios, and the fraction of feed grains used 
for each product. Finally, the non-feed costs of livestock 
products are calculated from baseline data at the assumed 
inflation rate. 
The final eight blocks of the iterated group are con-
cerned with the producers' costs, receipts, and income. The 
first step calculates the livestock products' cash receipts, 
based on the quantities produced and prices. Similarly, the 
total cash receipts for the crop production is calculated. 
The value of home consumption is calculated as a function of 
the baseline value and changes in commodity prices. 
Government support payments are calculated as a function 
of the assumed target price, loan rate, and market price. 
Government set-aside payments are calculated according to 
the user-supplied specifications and current production. 
These are summed to determine total government payments. 
Complete calculations are made of the producer's costs, 
receipts, and income. These include total receipts, total 
gross income, crop expense, protein, feed, roughage, and 
nonfeed costs to livestock, total variable costs, total 
production costs, and total net income. 
At the end of the last simulated year, all calculated 
values, those included in production, pricing, receipts, 
and income, are available as output at the option of the 
user. A sample output is included with the source listing 
in the Appendix. 
Assumptions 
Several assumptions are inherent in the simulation. 
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Some are restrictions imposed by the data sources, others 
from the model performance. The time span chosen for the 
simulation is five years. This is a convenient planning 
period and is of a reasonable duration so that those 
assumptions of negligible environment changes are justified. 
Obviously, the model has no provisions for catastrophic 
events, or even sustained abnormal events. These are 
infrequent random events and beyond the scope of this 
research. It is assumed that the production functions and 
the cost and energy functions, derived from weighted 
regional data adequately describe the aggregate production 
as described in Chapter III. 
Several factors are assumed to remain fixed for the 
duration of the simulation. First, there is no shift of 
crops within the feed grain category. Such a change could 
significantly change the yield and total production while 
the acreage remained constant. However, there is no history 
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of any past dramatic shifts or evidence of any future shifts 
among the feed grains. Second, the energy and other cost 
contributing inputs to the "fixed" processes of planting, 
harvesting, cultivation of fallowed land, pre-plant.tillage, 
and transportation.remain constant. That is, there is no 
significant conservation or change in the method of per-
forming these processes. Third, the energy and cost con-
tributing inputs to the variable processes are constant for 
any given intensity of the process. Fourth, the supply and 
demand direct and cross price elasticities remain constant. 
It is recognized that response to short and long term price 
changes produce different results and these are accommodated 
in the model with an adjustment factor. Fifth, the ratio of 
Nitrogen, Phosphorous, and Potassium used as fertilizer for 
each crop will remain canstant at the 1972 level. This 
means, if because of energy shortages, one is available only 
in a restricted amount, the producer does not attempt to 
compensate by using proportionally more of the other two. 
Sixth, the average effectiveness, price, and energy required 
to produce agricultural chemicals (herbicides, pesticides) 
will remain constant. It is recognized that there is a wide 
variety in prices and effectivity for specific pests and in 
specific regions. The figures used in this study are 
assumed to be the aggregate average. Seventh, seed tech-
nology (the development of hybrids of increased yield or 
hardiness) will have no short-term effects. Long-term 
effects are recognized and are built in to the baseline 
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figures generated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
Eighth, change in the portion of the land used in irrigation 
for each, crop is linear with respect to the amount of 
irrigation per acre that is economically desirable. 
Fraction of land irrigated is initially set to equal 1973 
figures, with 1973 irrigation intensities. 
It is further assumed that, unless otherwise con-
strained, the crop producer will use the amount of inputs 
that will maximize his net profits. Where this is not 
realistic because of resource availability, the process will 
be constrained at current or predicted levels. 
Finally, it is assumed that there will be no signifi-
cant changes in the government subsidy and set-aside 
programs during the simulation. While it is possible to 
simulate any such changes, it is desired that the results 
not be clouded by making simultaneous changes in energy 
price and availability and the government environment. 
Optimization Algorithm 
The basic purpose of this research, as previously 
stated, is to determine yield, costs, and energy usage at 
various prices and availabilities. The approach has been to 
sum the costs and energy used in the processes of crop 
production and to use the intensity of these processes with 
production functions to determine yield. This operation is 
straightforward for those processes that are fixed, that is, 
those that must be done once, and in the same manner for 
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each year. These include pre-planting tillage of the soil, 
planting, harvesting, tillage of fallowed land for small 
grains, drying of corn and sorghum, and transportation of 
all crops. Other processes, however, may be used to varying 
degree, and the degree to which they are done affect the 
energy, costs, and yield per acre of the crop. 
The yield effect can be linked to price through yield 
elasticity coefficients. These would indirectly reflect 
the reduction of the variable inputs of fertilizer, 
herbicide, pesticide, and irrigation due to reduced market 
prices of the crops, but do not give a direct measurement of 
the reduction of the processes. Without a direct estimation 
of the intensity of the variable processes, it is difficult 
to determine the per acre expenses and energy consumption. 
Logically, one would expect the grower to use the 
amount of the variable inputs that would maximize his income 
subject to the availability of that input. It is this 
assumption that determines the manner of the model of the 
variable inputs to crop production. Income in excess of 
variable cost is defined as gross receipts minus per acre 
costs. The simplified objective then is to: 
Maximize: 
( ield) ( price \ -
Y \of croP} 
L (amount of\ 
all process J~ 
processes 
(4-1} 
( cost per ) unit process 
The income is maximized by the optimal selection of process 
intensity for the specific crop price and specific cost per 
unit process. In this model, the expected crop price for 
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the current year is the price determined in the previous 
simulation period. This is the price upon which the pro-
ducer will base his decision. The cost per unit process is 
represented by a constant plus the cost of the energy 
required for that unit. The constant, which may be adjusted 
for alternate inflation rates, includes labor, equipment 
repair, interest, insurance, and the non-energy cost 
components of other inputs. The yield is expressed in terms 
of those processes that may be varied in intensity. These 
are the production functions discussed in Chapter III. For 
the purpose of maximization, the processes that are done 
exactly once, the fixed processes, may be removed from the 
equation, so the objective function is strictly a function 
of the variable processes, with coefficients determined by 
the production functions and cost functions developed in 
Chapter III. Each crop, of course, has its own unique 
function and within each crop irrigated and dryland crops 
have different functions. 
Equation (1-2) in the introduction shows the objective 
function for irrigated corn and is merely the summation of 
the functions developed in Chapter III. Each of the crops 
have similar functions, except the small grains are not 
functions of pesticide or cultivation. 
Wolfe Algorithm 
Production functions are best described by a quadratic 
(11, 6). This research will deal strictly with quadratic 
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functions. The constraints on the maximum intensity of the 
process or energy constraints involving combinations of the 
processes are strictly linear·. There are many excellent 
algorithms for the optimization of a quadratic function with 
linear constraints. Some are direct methods, modifying the 
linear programming technique with the objective function 
gradients such as the Quadratic Differential and Wolfe 
Algorithms. Others use iterative search techniques such as 
the Rosen Gradient Projection, Rosenbrock's Algorithm, or 
SUMT (17). For this problem, with five state variables and 
up to six constraints, there is no significant difference in 
the speed or accuracy of these algorithms. For this reason, 
the WOLFE algorithm was chosen because of its simplicity and 
the ease in which constraints may be added and changed. 
The algorithm used in this research is a modified 
version of the WOLFE algorithm listed by Mize and Kuester 
(17). A complete listing of Subroutine WOLFE is in the 
Appendix. 




Z = P X + XT C X 
A X < B 
x > 0 
( 4-2) 
where P is the vector of linear cost coefficients, X is the 
vector of state variables, in this case the amount of the 
variable processes,~ is asymmetric matrix of the quadratic 
cost coefficients, A is the matrix of technological 
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coefficients, and B is the vector of constraint limits. To 
maximize one need only to minimize the negative of the 
objective function. 
The Wolfe algorithm augments the simplex tableau by 
appending the Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions. (For a 
detailed explanation, the reader is encouraged to consult 
any general optimization text.) The algorithm then, by the 
simplex method obtains a solution which satisfies the 
augmented set of linear equations. The feasible solution 
satisfying these conditions gives the optimum solution 
directly (assuming the problem posed is convex) . The 
augmented tableau with the necessary conditions included is: 
,. 
T I 1 
-2f_ l A I -!_ : 0 i 
---+- -- ~ ---+--. 
1 I I 
A1 0 1 0 1 I,. 
I I I 
I I 
I f f 1 







L > O, U > O, X > 0, S > 0 
L is the vector of lagrangian multipliers, U is the 
vector of objective function gradients, and ~ is the vector 
of ccinstraint slack variables. With artificials, this gives 
3n + 2m variables in the tableau with m + n variables in the 
basis. (n is the number of original state variables in X, 
mis the original number of constraints.) In the output, 
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only the values of the first n variables, the original 
state variables, are of interest. 
Variable Process Optimization 
Subroutine WOLFE, with its associated subroutines 
accomplishes the optimal assignment of the variable 
processes, maximizing the objective function described in 
the previous section for each crop and each year simulated. 
In each year's simulation, WOLFE is called fourteen times by 
subroutine CROPQ. The information passed includes the crop 
code the current price of the crop, a code for irrigated 
land or dry land, and the current price for petroleum, 
natural gas, and electricity. 
Subroutine WOLFE passes the crop codes and energy price 
to subroutine DATAN which assigns the appropriate elements of 
the P vector and C matrix for the specific crop. These cost 
coefficients are a function of energy prices. Typical of 
this assignment, the P and C elements for irrigated corn 
(the objective function described by Equation (1-2)) are: 
0.00065 0 0 0 -0.00035 
0 2.75 1. 00 0 0 
current 
c = corn x 0 1. 00 2.40 0 0 
price 
0 0 0 29.4 0 
-0.00035 0 0 0 0.11 
(4-4) 
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-0.33 corn + 0.068 x ADJ+ 0.012 x EC(l) + 0.013 x price 
I x EC(2) + 0.64 x EC(3) 
-11.6 corn + 3.08 ADJ + 0.132 x EC(l) + 0.038 x price x 
x EC(2) + 0.51 x EC(3) 
P = -13.1 x ;.::c: + 0.98 x ADJ+ 0.32 x EC(l) (4-5) 
• 
-48.9 x corn . + 7.32 x ADJ+ 0.132 x EC(l) + 0.038; price 
x EC(2) + 0.51 x EC(3) 
-4.9 x corn + 0.33 x ADJ+ 0.78 x EC(l) + 0.07 
price 
x EC(2) + 21.33 x EC(3) j 
ADJ = inflation adjustment factor for non-fuel costs of 
labor, equipment repair, interest and insurance. 
EC(l) =price of 1 gallon of petroleum (average of gasoline, 
diesel, and liquid petroleum). 
EC(2) =price of 1000 ft. 3 of natural gas. 
EC(3) = price of 1 kilowatt hour of electricity. 
The state variables are, respectively: (1) fertilizer, 
pounds per acre; (2) herbicide, pounds per acre; (3) culti-
vation, times over; (4) pesticide, pounds per acre; and 
(5) irrigation, inches per acre. The only cross-products 
are between irrigation and fertilizer and herbicide and 
cultivation. Since x .. = x .. the off diagonal terms each are 
lJ J l 
half of the cross-product. Since the algorithm minimizes, 
the signs of C and P are reversed. 
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Subroutine DATAN returns the parameter n, and the 
objective function linear and quadratic terms to subroutine 
WOLFE. To complete the mathematical statement, the number 
of constraints, m, and the constraint coefficients ~and ~ 
are required. These are supplied to WOLFE from subroutine 
CONST. WOLFE supplies the number of variables, n, and the 
cxop codes and CONST returns the nuriiber of constraints m, 
and the coefficients of A and B. The technological 
coefficients of ~ are explicitly written for each crop. The 
basic program provides constraint coefficients for each of 
the three energy types. The right hand side vector, 
representing the maximum allowed energy is read in as data 
provided by the user for each crop and each year (fourteen 
cards each with three upper limits per year's simulation). 
Additional resource constraints and upper limits must be 
explicitly added to subroutine CONST. 
As an example, the constraints on corn are shown below. 
The first three are for petroleum, natural gas, and 
electricity. The fourth is a typical resource constraint, on 


























B = ( 4-7) 
user supplied 
200.0 
The user supplied upper limits represent the total 
energy allowed, minus that used for the fixed processes, as 
shown in Chapter III. The coefficients of the energy 
constraints represent the amount of that specific type of 
energy used for one unit of that process. For example, it 
takes 21.33 kwh of electricity, 0.07 MCF of natural gas, and 
0.78 gallons of petroleum for one acre-inch of irrigation of 
corn. 
Subroutine CONST, then, returns to WOLFE the number of 
constraints and their coefficients. Subroutine WOLFE then 
optimizes the processes subject to the stated constraints 
and returns the optimal values back to CROPQ. 
Subroutine CROPQ combines the variable product inten-
sities for dry and irrigated land for each crop and writes 
out, at each iteration, the weighted average of crop 
intensity, representing the aggregate figures, for all seven 
crops. The weighting £actors are the fraction of dryland 
and irrigated land, which is a linear function of the 
intensity of irrigation for each crop. 
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Yie1d, Costs, and Energy 
Subroutine STAT 
The final operation in the optimization and energy 
section is accomplished by subroutine STAT. CROPQ passes 
the optimal values of the variable process intensities to 
STAT. These values are used to determine yield, energy 
usage, and variable expenses. 
The yield calculation is a composite of the production 
functions derived in Chapter III. The yield for each of the 
seven crops under dry and irrigated conditions is calculated 
~~parately. The expression for dryland corn is: 
YIELD= 19.6 + 0.33 F - 0.00065 F2 + 13.l C - 2.40 c2 
2 2(4-8) 
+ 11.6 H - 2.75 H - 2.00 HC + 48.9 P - 29.6 P 
For irrigated corn: 
YIELD= -12.1 + 0.33 F - 0.0065 F2 + 4.9 I - 0.11 I 2 
+0.0007 FI + 13.l C - 2.40 c2 + 11.6 H - 2.75 H2 
-2.00 HC + 48.9 P - 29.6 P2 ( 4-9) 
YIELD = bushels per acre of corn, 
F = pounds of fertilizer per acre, 
I = inches of irrigated water per acre, 
H = pounds of herbicide per acre, 
c = times over, cultivation, and 
p = pounds of pesticide per acre. 
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The constant term reflects the yield at the 1972 
aggregate variable process level rather than a true "zero 
input" level as discussed in the nexr section on validation. , 
The energy consumed in production of the crop 
commodities is calculated as the sum of the energy used per 
unit process times the intensity of that process. The fixed 
processes are a constant amount. The energy consumed in 
corn production (derived in Chapter III) is as follows: 
PETROLEUM= 14.945 + 0.012 F + 0.132 H + 0.32 C 
+ 0.132 P - 0.78 I (gallons) (4-10) 
NATURAL GAS= 0.78 + 0.015 F + 0.038 H + 0.038 P 
+ O. 07 I (MCF) (4-11) 
ELECTRICITY = 15.32 + 0.64 F + 0.51 H + 0.51 P 
+ 21.33 I (KWH) (4-12) 
As in the other calculations, the aggregate energy is 
obtained by weighting the irrigated and non-irrigated 
values. 
The per acre costs include the cost of the energy used, 
and the non-energy costs of the fixed and variable processes. 
The equation used to calculate the costs of corn production is: 
VARIABLE COST = (petroleum used) (price of petroleum) 
+ (natural gas used) (price of natural gas) 
+ (electricity used) (price of electricity) 
+(10.964+0.068 F+3.08 H+0.98 C+3.08 P 
+ 0.33 I) ADJ+ (10.0) (0.214) (price of corn) 
( 4-13) 
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ADJ is the inflation adjustment for the non-fuel costs, 
controlled by the user. The last part of the expression is 
the cost of seed per acre and is dep~ndent on the current 
market price of the crop and the amount required per acre. 
·The cost, yield, energy, and process intensity of corn, 
sorghum, barley, and oats are combined in CROPQ on the basis 
of 1972 relative acreage to obtain the figures for the 
aggregate feed grain. 
Model Validation 
The validation of the original economic portion of the 
total model, POLYSIM, is well documented in the Technical 
Bulletin by Ray (22} and will not be repeated here. This is 
not to discount its importance, however. The accuracy of 
the dynamic price, supply, and demand response is dependent 
on the model validity. 
The validation of the energy computations is difficult 
because of the lack of equivalent data. The recent congres-
sional report generated in response to the mounting concern 
of the public about food and energy (37) does, however, on 
page 106, tabulate the fuel used in farming by crop. The 
technique used by the Economic Research Service is similar 
to that used in this research. A cross section of selected 
irrigated and non-irrigated crops was used to estimate the 
aggregate. Table XII shows a comparison of these estimates 
and of values generated in a single year using 1972 energy 
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and crop prices and variable processes constrained in 1972 
levers. 
TABLE XII 
FUEL USED IN CROP PRODUCTION 
Gallons of Fuel Per Acre 
Crop Energy E.R.S. 
Model Calculations 
Wheat 11.44 11.13 
Soybeans 12.48 22.87 
Cotton· 32.38 26.57 
Corn 19.95 19.83 
Sorghum 13.74 12.61 
Oats- 10.45 12.64 
Barley 11. 99 12.64 
With the exception of soybeans, the figures are quite 
close. A possible reason for the difference in soybeans is 
the low percentage of irrigated land, 1.7%, determined in 
this research. There is no other reference to confirm or 
deny the source of the difference. 
The energy and expense of petroleum consumption is at 
least as great as the energy and expense of natural gas and 
electricity consumption combined, for all crops. The 
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statistics available on natural gas and electricity consumed 
In ·agriculture are aggregate figures for all crops and 
include household usage. The largest use of these categories 
of energy is in irrigation and drying and the accounting of 
these processes is quite straight forward with little chance 
of major error in accounting. 
The calculation that has the greatest effect on the 
model performance is yield. The yield calculation, as 
described in the previous section, is a constant term and a 
function of the variable processes. The constant term is 
such .that the yield is accurate at the normal variable input 
levels. The function of those inputs must accurately reflect 
the change in yield around that "normal" point. 
The 1973 variable input levels were used in the yield 
equations of the energy model (subroutine STAT) and the 
results are compared with actual 1973 aggregate crop yields 
in Table XIII. 
The functions of variable costs were determined at the 
same time and in the same manner as the energy calculations, 
as described in Chapter III. These costs not only affect 
the income of the producer, but also affect the intensity of 
variable inputs to production. A one year simulation was 
made using 1973-1974 energy and crop prices. The resulting 
variable cost calculations are compared with the 1974 
baseline estimate by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 




Crop Model 1973 Calculations Actual 
Wheat 31.13 32.7 
Soybeans 27.94 28. 0. 
Cotton 470.0 478.0 
Corn 94.06 96.7 
Sorghum 58.89 60.7 
Oats 51.77 51.1 
Barley 41.10 43.6 
TABLE XIV 
VARIABLE COSTS 
Crop Calculated Baseline 
Wheat $ 32.45/acre $ 32.12/acre 
Soybeans $ 37.00/acre $ 33.88/acre 
Cotton $147.24/acre $145.39/acre 
Feed grains $ 49.85/acre $ 52.94/acre 
CHAPTER V 
ALTERNATE POLICIES AND FUTURES 
EVALUATION 
The stated purpose of this research is to evaluate the 
impact of alternate energy policies and prices on food 
production and energy consumption by agriculture. The model 
described in the previous chapter is the vehicle for this 
evaluation. 
The model has three independent methods through which 
decision variables may be changed to simulate a specific 
energy situation. These are: the price of natural gas, 
petroleum, and electricity for each simulated year, read in 
as data, the total amount of each type of energy used by the 
variable process in each year of simulation may be con-
strained to a maximum supplied by the user, and any one of 
the variable processes of any crop may be constrained to a 
maximum, supplied by the user. The technological coef-
ficients (the amount of energy required by a unit of each 
variable process) of the energy constraints are inherent in 
the program. The constraint limits are read in as data. The 
process limiting constraints are added to subroutine CONST. 
The model is constructed to allow change in non-energy 
related variables. These include the inflation rate of 
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the non-energy expenses of the variable inputs: labor, 
" 
interest, insurance, equipment repair, and the cost of the 
chemicals, less energy costs. Also, the market situation 
and government farm policy could be changed. These 
variables, however, will be the same for all simulations, 
set for the most reasonable situation so the various simu-
lations will reflect the results of changes in energy prices 
and availability only. 
This consistency of conditions for all simulations 
means the only difference for all simulations documented in 
this chapter are the three energy-related decision variables 
described earlier. All simulations are the five years 1975 
through 1979 inclusive. The inflation for the non-energy 
portion of the cost of the variable processes, unless 
otherwise stated, is twelve per cent in 1973 and 1974 and 
eight percent thereafter. The government. price support 
policy used for all simulations reflects the current policy: 
the use of target prices, with the prices adjusted annually, 
and loan rates to support market prices as needed. None of 
the baseline variables and estimates are preempted or 
changed for any of the simulations. 
Baseline Simple Simulation 
The first simulation is simple in that there are no 
energy or process constraints and optimistic in that energy 
prices increase only ten per cent annually during the 
simulation. The 1975 energy prices reflect the national 
average prices paid by farmers in December, 1974. 
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This simulation, will be described in detail so that the 
simulations of more complex situations may be compared with 
this, the baseline simulation. The results of changes in 
energy price or availability are compared and contrasted 
in those areas where there is a significant change in one 
or more of the variables of interest. 
Figure 4 shows the energy price and consumption, 
yields, costs, process intensities, and the fraction of land 
irrigated for each crop for each year of simulation. The 
yield is in bushels per acre, except cotton, which is in 
pounds lint per acre. Petroleum is the number of gallons of 
gasoline, L.P., and diesel fuel used per acre. Natural gas 
is in MCF and electricity is in KWH. Fertilizer, herbicide, 
and pesticide is in pounds per acre harvested. Cultivation 
is average times over. Irrigation is in acre-inches per 
irrigated acre and per cent irrigation is the fraction of 
harvested acreage that is under irrigation. The feed grain 
figures reflect a weighted average of corn, sorghum, oats, 
and barley. 
Table XV shows the crop prices received by the grower 
over the simulation period. Table XVI shows the harvested 
acreage over the simulation period. 
The baseline simulation begins in 1975. 1974 price 
information is shown since it is used in the 1975 optimiza-
tion and other calculations. The 1975 crop prices, with the 
YEAR: 1975 
FfTRCLEU~ PRICE s 0 .406/GALLON 
N ITUAIL ~IS PRICE S Oo 746/MCF 
ELECTRICITY PRICE S O.C27/KllH 
CROP YIELD VAR COST PETROL NAT GAS ELECJ FERT HERB CULT PEST lRRIG PCT IRR 
WHEAT 34.05 37.56 11.96 1.29 12.21 67.07 0.52 1.68 o.o 26.81 0.05 
SOHEANS 27.67 32.l't 12.74 0.15 38.38 34o't8 Oo't7 2.85 o.1a zi.oo 0.01 
CCHON 478.53 139.83 30.88 2.85 lU.56 83.61 lol8 4.12 5.55 23.89 0.11 
CCAN 1C4.70 67.33 19. 71 'to 36 191. 11 221.22 1.12 2.16 0.18 20.05 0.01 
SORGHU~ 58.35 40. ll't 13.3t 2.99 9lo 75 123.82 0.11 2.16 o.o 20•10 o.o5 
OATS 56.26 ZH.91 10.04 0.49 51.31 51.30 0.56 l,95 o.o 15.22 0.03 
llAllLEY 41.78 .:12.22 11.91 0.62 34, 72 37.17 o. 55 lo99 o.o 13.31 0.03 
FEED GRAIN 84.46 54.30 16.58 3.21 140.10 16 7.18 0.93 2.11 O.'t8 18.64 
HAR: 1976 
FETRCLEU~ PRICE $ 0.446/GALLCh 
~HUAIL OS PRICE $ 0 ,821/MCf 
ELECTRICITY PRICE $ Oo0.:10/KWH 
CROP YIELD VAR COST PETROL NU &AS ELECT FERT HERB CULT PEST IRRIG PCT IRR 
WHEAT 33.02 35.40 10.99 1.10 44. 54 60.91 0,43 1.68 o.o 12.50 0.03 
SCY HANS 27.28 29.97 12.59 t.13 ]<(i.30 33.16 0.14 Z,87 0.11 16.02 0.01 
COTTON 4f8o69 149.67 30.69 2.78 l't2o 18 80.25 1.17 4,12 5.35 23.45 0.16 
CORh 102.68 64 .09 19.27 3.95 l1l. 19 200,94 0,89 2.11 o. 73 19.1 "1 0.01 
SORGHUM 57.0l 38.27 13.20 2.ijO 81. 56 115. 35 o •. w 2.12 o.o 20~10 (),05 
OATS 53.97 2t>.44 9.90 o. 38 U.35 la. &l 0.31 1.95 o.o !5.0S 0.03 
HAFLEY 40.63 29.62 ll. 73 0.44 26.18 25.85 0 .it1 1.99 o.o l.!.95 0.03 
FEEL GP ~IN 82.59 51.32 16.25 2.<JO 125. 9l 14l>o 93 0.69 2.11 0.45 16.09 
O'\ 
Fic;ure 4" BaselJne E..in.:.ul2·tic'l! 
0\ 
YEAR: 1977 
FETRflLEUM PRICE ·$ Oo497/GALLON 
NITUll•L OS PRICE $ Oo903/llCF 
ELECHICITY PRICE $ O.C32/KWH 
CROP YIELD VAR COST PETROL NAT GAS ELECT FERT HERB "'LT PEST IRRJG PCT IRR 
WHAT 33026 39047 llol7 lo l't 49o 13 62.35 Oo45 ·lo68 OoO 16005' Oo03 
SOYBEANS 21.09 31.33 12.52 0.12 32. 61 32.70 0.03 2.87 0.11 13.20 0.01 
COTTON 465. 22 16l.5'i 30.62 2 .• 76 139. 96 79.13 l ·11 4.12 5.28 23.23 0.16 
COii~ 102.17 68042 l9ol8 3o87 168. 43 196.24 0.86 2.11 Oo73 18.91 0.01 
SDAGHUll 56.68 lt0.80 13.11 z.n 86086 ll3.81t 0.20 2ol2 o.o 20034 0.05 
DUS 53.00 27.63 9.67 Oo31t 33o 17 36030 Oo31t lo95 o.o 9o50 o.oz 
BARLEY 40.15 31.16 u.sz 0.39 19.88 23.69 o."6 1099 o.o 7.40 0.01 
FEED GUIN 82004 54.65 16.13 2.e1t 121017 .. lt,3.29 0.65 2.11 Oo" 16.55 
~EARi 1978 
FETRCLEUM PRICE $ 0.540/GALLON 
NJTURAL US PRICE $ Oo993/llCF 
ELECTRICITY PR I CE $ 0.036/KWi 
CllOP YIELD VAR COST PETROL NAT GAS ELECT FERT HERB CULT PEST IRRIG PCT IRR 
WHEAT 32.97 ltl. 'tit 10.91t 1.10 lt3.24 60.71 Oo-.Z 1.68 o.o 11.36 0.02 
SQYEEANS 21.11 31to01t 12053 0.12 32.'68 32. 71t O.K 2oe1 Ool7 Uo2B 0.01 
COTTON 503.12 183.14 31032 3.05 160.45 93.22 l.2'111 4.13 6.16 24.79 Ool7 
CORN 102.40 74.75 19.22 3.'iO 110. CZ 198.24 0.11 2.11 0.13 19.G2 0.01 
SORGHUM 56. &It 44.63 13.19 2. 78 87. lit 114.42 0.24 2.12 o.o Z0$31 0.05 
OATS 53.38 30.3S 9.llt 0.35 36 • .lS 37.27 o.35 l.95 o.o 11.54 0.02 
BARLEY 40.32 34.13 u.sa O.ltl 2lo 12 21t.59 o • .r,1 lo99 o.o 9ol3 Oo02 
FEEt GRAIN 82.28 59. 75 16.18 2.66 123. )'o 144.63 ().67 2.11 o.""' 17.08 m 
~ 
F~l.c;ti:·c i. cc I~t ~ n~-~-f:~Ci) 
THE MARKET PRICE OF 28 IN 1978WAS $ 0.400 
CRGP NO. 28 IN VEAR 1978 NE~ PRICE IS, 0~41 STOCKS BOUGHT ARE, 0.19 
YEAR: 1979 
FHROLEUM PRICE $ 0.59't/GALLON 
~JTURAL fAS PRICE $ 1.092/MCf 
ELECTRICITY PRICE $ 0.039/KwH 
CROP YIELD VAR COST PETROL NAT GAS ELECT FERT HERB CULT 
Wli EAT 32.83 44.34 10 .as 1.07 40.56 59.92 O.'tl 1.68 
SOYEEANS 27.26 38.14 12.57 0.12 33. ~o 33.11 0.13 2.a1 
COTTON 394.39 176.77 29 .61 2. 33 110. tit 59.16 1.12 4.10 
CORN 102. 21 80.62 19.18 3. 88 168. 49 196.ltB 0.86 2.17 
SORGHUfll Sb. 72 48.15 13.18 2.11 86. 87 113. 86 0.22 z.12 
OATS 53.02 32.48 9.65 0.34 33. 3't 36.45 0.34 1.95 
BARLEY 40.16 36.61 11.51 o. 39 19. 6't 23.84 0.46 l.99 
FEED GRAIN 82.08 64.39 16.13 2.84 121.12 143.ft.8 0.65 2.11 






















BASELINE SIMULATION CROP PRICES 
Year Corn Wheat Soybeans Cotton 
$/Bu. $/Bu. $/Bu. $/lb. 
1974 3.10 4.10 6.25 0.40 
1975 1. 89 2.34 3.83 0.41 
1976 1.87 2.86 3.60 0.44 
1977 2.11 2.71 3.95 0.58 
1978 2.22 2.77 4.80 0.41 
1979 2.32 2.82 6.09 0.64 
TABLE XVI 
BASELINE SIMULATION HARVESTED ACREAGE 
Crop - Millions of Acres 
Year Feed Grains Wheat Soybeans Cotton 
1974 100.70 65.50 52.50 12.60 
1975 102.60 67.50 55.50 9.40 
1976 103.09 64.16 55.92 9.88 
1977 103.65 63.41 54.55 10.09 
1978 105.07 62.02 53.55 12.27 
1979 107.31 62.18 56.22 9.72 
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exception of cotton, were at an all time high. They had 
risen at a much higher rate over 1973 than the costs of 
production, so one would expect the growers to use more of 
the variable inputs, producing higher yields. This is, in 
~act, the case. Simulated fertilizer use in 1975 is up from 
the 1973 actual use (36) , from ten per cent for soybeans to 
30 per cent for wheat. Cotton fertilizer use decreased due 
to lower crop price. Similar increases are seen in 
herbicide use, again for all crops except cotton. 
Irrigation is the one notable exception to the 1975 
increase in variable inputs to most crops. Chapter III 
showed the energy input to all processes. Irrigation is 
shown to be the most energy intensive process of the five 
variable processes. As such, it has experienced the highest 
cost increase and where it is of marginal benefit, in the 
small grains, there is actually a slight decrease in the 
amount of irrigation per acre. 
Considering the levels of all of the processes in 1975 
(Figure ·4), it appears that fertilizer and herbicide use is 
most sensitive to crop price charges, while cultivation and 
pesticide are less sensitive. The effect on irrigation 
varies with the crop. The aggregate effect on yield varies. 
Table XVII compares 1975 simulated yields with base data 
yield for 1975. 
A year with high yields, as simulated in 1975 affects 
the market by driving the price of the commodity down. This 
is shown dramatically in Table XV. The price of corn drops 
from $3.10 to $1.89, wheat drops from $4.10 to $2.34, and 
soybeans drop from $6.25 to $3.83. Cotton price is 
relatively stable with average production for the year. 
TABLE XVII 
SIMULATED AND BASE DATA YIELDS, 1975 
Feed Grains Wheat Soybeans 
tons/acre bu/acre bu/acre 
Simulated 2.25 34.06 27.68 






The 1976 outlook for producers is lower crop prices and 
higher energy and non-energy prices. This reduces the 
amount of variable inputs the producer will use to maximize 
his net income, which will in turn lower the yields. The 
simulated yields in 1976, from Figure 4, are down: one 
bushel/acre in wheat and two in feed grain. Variable costs 
are down in most categories in spite of increasing costs. 
The reduced levels of inputs, in most cases, more than 
offset the effects of inflation. 
Energy use is down from 1975 for all crops and all 
energy, due to reduced inputs. Electricity use is down 
significantly, due primarily to the reduction of irrigation, 
and acres under irrigation, of small grains. Wheat, oats, 
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and barley are shown to use much less irrigation in 1976. 
The squeeze between higher expenses and lower crop prices 
will hit hardest where the net profit is marginal. Irri-
gation of small grains, while expensive and high energy 
consuming, does not increase the crop value as much as other 
inputs, or the irrigation of row crops, and is the first 
input to be reduced when grain prices drop and energy 
prices increase. 
Natural gas consumption is reduced ten per cent in 1976, 
due not only to irrigation reduction, but reduced levels of 
fertilization and herbicides as well. Fertilization is 
about ten per cent reduced and the herbicide usage level is 
20 per cent lower. 
Petroleum use per acre has decreased only slightly in 
1976. Most of the uses of petroleum are non-varying, or 
little varying: transportation, harvest, planting, pre-
planting tillage, drying, and cultivation. Little is used 
in chemical production or in irrigation. 
In a continuing situation where expenses are rising and 
crop prices falling, yields will decrease until the price 
begins to rise again and without any perturbation of a random 
nature, weather for example, yield should stabilize and crop 
prices increase in proportion to production expenses. This 
effect is seen in tpe baseline simulation. In general, 
except for cotton, yields have stabilized in 1977 and prices 
begin a gradual increase. This trend continues as there are 
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no further step changes in the base data or in energy price 
or availability. 
Cotton yields react dramatically to the sharp changes 
in price from 1976 to 1979. The change is initiated by a 
series of considerable changes in the base data prediction 
of harvested acreage. The predicted harvested acreage for 
1977 through 1979 is 9.50, 11.70, and 9.90 million acres, 
respectively. The effect of this change along with changes 
in yields due to price change make cotton production vary 
greatly, adding to the oscillating prices. This shows that 
cotton yield is very sensitive to changes in expected crop 
price. 
The most significant change through the simulation 
period is the drastic reduction in irrigation of small 
grains. As mentioned above, the cost of irrigation can be 
expected to rise as rapidly as energy, while the benefits 
are not great for small grains, and becomes less profitable 
if crop prices do not show the rapid increase that energy 
shows. 
Total production expenses, realized net farm income, 
total consumers expenditure, and total government payments 
for the simulation period are shown in Table XVIII. Total 
consumer expenditures include livestock expenditures. 
Similarly net farm income is from all sources: crop and 
livestock and government payments. 
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TABLE XVIII 
BASELINE SIMULATION EXPENSES AND INCOME 
Total Total Total Realized 
Year Consumers Government Production Net Farm Expenditure Payments Expenses Income 
$ Million $ Million $ Million $ Million 
1974 147,586 273 75,246 26,757 
1975 158,132 732 75,558 19,277 
1976 165,375 420 82,392 15,494 
1977 177,739 471 86,972 17,353 
1978 190,821 857 93,725 20,796 
1979 202,547 389 99,297 22,880 
Not surprisingly, the net farm income follows the trend 
of the crop prices: initially dropping due to good yields, 
then picking up as production decreases and crop prices 
begin increasing with production expenses. 
Simulating Increasing Energy Costs 
Many events, controllable and uncontrollable, could 
occur in the next several years that would have a dramatic 
and immediate effect on the price of natural gas, petroleum, 
and electricity. A large step increase in petroleum price 
could come as a result of a jump by producers, a tarriff 
on imported oil, or de-regulation of domestic oil. A large 
increase in natural gas price would occur if interstate 
sales price was de-regulated. Electricity price is tied 
to the other energy sources. Several examples of these 
situations have been simulated. 
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The de-regulation of natural gas would result in an 
immediate price increase. A simulation was made of this 
situation by assuming the price of natural gas, which was 
$.75/MCF in 1975 increased to $1.30/MCF in 1976 and remained 
constant through 1979. The effect was shown by a 20% 
increase in electricity in 1977, otherwise electricity and 
petroleum increased ten per cent annually. It is assumed no 
shortages result from the de-regulation. 
Comparison of this simulation with the baseline simu-
lation in 1977, when the effect of the increased price ·of 
electricity is felt, shows several changes. The biggest 
effect is, not surprisingly, in irrigation. In 1977 the 
average intensity of irrigation was reduced approximately 
one acre-inch from the baseline simulation results. In 
addition, fertilizer use was reduced one to two per cent 
from the baseline results. The effect of these reductions 
in 1977 is a two per cent decrease in the consumption of 
natural gas and a one to two per cent increase in the cost 
per acre. The effect on yields in 1977 is observable, but 
not significant; in general, less than one-half of one 
per cent decrease. 
These effects are of such low magnitude they would 
probably be hidden by random effects. They do, however, show 
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the demand elasticity of natural gas in the agriculture 
sector. In 1977 there is a $.40/MCF price difference 
between this simulation and the baseline simulation. The 
effects are less pronounced in 1978 and 1979 as the pre-
dieted natural gas price of the baseline simulation 
approaches the $1.30 figure used in this simulation and the 
prices received for crops are a few cents higher in the last 
three years of the simulation of de-regulation. 
Table XIX shows the variable costs for feed grains and 
the net farm income for the baseline and natural gas de-
regulation simulation. The yields and crop prices are not 
shown as the differences, as described in the previous 
paragraph, are small. From the table, it is apparent that 
the consumers and the government paid for most of the 
increased cost of production, but, again it would be of such 








VARIABLE COSTS AND NET FARM INCOME-
DE-REGULATED NATURAL GAS 
Variable Costs Net Farm Income 
(feed grains) $/Acre $ Million 
Base Dereg. Base Dereg. 
54.30 54.30 19,217 19,217 
51.32 51. 79 15,494 15,456 
54.64 55.78 17,353 17,320 
59.75 60.79 20,796 20,791 
64.39 65.16 22,880 22,932 
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Either domestic or foreign action could increase th~ 
price of petroleum rapidly. The simulation of the effect of 
a sudden increase in petroleum price was made under the 
following assumptions: in 1976 the price of petroleum 
delivered to food growers rises to $0.75/gallon, accompanied 
by a $0.011/KWH increase in electricity, and continues to 
rise at ten per cent annually. Natural gas price is the same 
as the baseline simulation, increasing at ten per cent. 
There are no process or energy limitations or shortages. 
In 1975 the simulated conditions are the same as the 
baseline simulation so the results are identical. In 1976, 
when the petroleum and electricity prices experience a rapid 
increase, several effects are immediately noticeable. 
Irrigation, particularly of small grains, has been previously 
shown to be very sensitive to energy price charges. Over 
three-fourths of the irrigation uses petroleum or electricity 
as pump energy so the effect is considerable. Table XX 
shows the irrigation amount and fraction of land irrigated 
for this simulation and the baseline simulation in 1976. 
The increased price of energy in this simulation makes 
it no longer profitable to irrigate small grains. Intensity 
of cultivation and fertilizer is down approximately one 
per cent in 1976 from the baseline simulation. Herbicide 
and pesticide use remains the same'. 
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TABLE XX 
1976 IRRITATION ~ HIGH PETROLEUM PRICE 
Baseline Simulation High Petroleum 
Crop Irrigation Fraction Irrigation Fraction 
acre-inch Irrigated acre-inch Irrigated 
Wheat 12.50 0.03 o.o 0.0 
Soybeans 16.02 0.01 12.20 0.01 
Cotton 23.45 0.16 21. 73 0.15 
Corn 19.17 0.07 18.27 0.06 
Sorghum 20.30 0.05 20.33 0.05 
Oats 15.05 0.03 0.0 0.0 
Barley 12.95 0.03 0.0 0.0 
The aggregate effect of these resource reductions is 
reduced energy usage, especially in small grains, increased 
variable costs, and yields reduced one-half to one per cent. 
The greatest energy reduction is in electricity. It is down 
ten per cent from the baseline simulation, due to the reduced 
irrigation level. Petroleum use is down one to two per cent. 
Most uses of petroleum are relatively inelastic with respect 
to price. Table XXI shows the effect on yield, variable 
costs, and price of wheat. Other crops show similar but 
reduced effects. 
The variable costs for all crops run approximately ten 
per cent higher than in the baseline simulation after 1975. 
TABLE XXI 
YIELD, VARIABLE COSTS, AND PRICE OF WHEAT ~ HIGH PETROLEUM PRICE 
Yield Variable Cost Price 
Year Bu/Acre $/Acre $/Bu 
Base High Petr. Base High Petr. Base High Petr. 
1975 34.05 34.05 39.56 39.56 2.34 2.34 
1976 33.02 32.75 37.40 40.83 2.86 2.91 
1977 33.26 33.02 41.47 44.42 2.71 2.80 
1978 32.97 32.77 43.44 46.41 2.77 2.76 
1979 32.83 32.68 46.35 4 9. 06 2.82 2.81 
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This is to be expected, since over half of the variable 
costs are due to direct or indirect use of energy. The 
harvested acreage of the crops was not significantly altered. 
From Table XXII it appears the grower bears most of the 
additional costs of production. Government payments (not 








CONSUMER EXPENDITURE AND NET FARM INCOME -
HIGH PETROLEUM PRICE 
Total Consumer Expenditure Net Farm Income 
$ Million $ Million 
Base High Petr. Base High Petr. 
158,132 158,132 19,217 19,277 
165,375 165,375 15,494 14,991 
177,739 178,028 17,353 17,032 
190,821 191,091 20,796 20,422 
202,547 202,750 22,880 22,546 
The worst case of price increases would be to have all 
of the previous effects together, causing all energy to 
increase in price rapidly. A simulation was made of this 
situation. Energy prices increase rapidly and linearly from 
1975 to 1979. Petroleum is assumed to go from $0.40 to 
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$0.90 per gallon, natural gas from $0.75 to $1.50/MCF, and 
electricity from $0.027 to $0.045/KWH. Again, no shortages 
or limitations are anticipated. 
Spreading the price increases over the entire simulation 
period does not have quite the sharp effect on any one year 
that the step increases have shown. By increasing input 
prices incrementally each year, prices, yields, and harvested 
acreage for all crops undergo no great changes from the 
baseline simulation. In 1976 there is, as in the other 
simulations of higher energy prices, a decrease in the 
irrigation of small grains. Irrigation has, in fact, been 
reduced 50 per cent for wheat, oats, and barley in 1976. 
This is the chief cause of a slight decrease in yields and 
energy consumed, and with higher energy prices, the variable 
costs have increased slightly. 
In 1977, prices are higher, seven cents for wheat and 
one cent for corn. The increase in wheat price keeps 
irrigation of wheat profitable in spite of the rising energy 
costs. Barley and oats, competing with corn, do not 
experience a price increase and are squeezed by rising 
energy costs, so that irrigation is not profitable at all. 
In 1977 the simulation of the rapid energy price increases 
show variable costs to be five per cent higher, yields and 
energy use down less than one per cent from the baseline 
simulation due mostly to reduced irrigation. 
As the price of energy grows, the difference in 
variable costs between this simulation and the baseline 
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simulation grows to ten per cent in 1979. Overall, yields 
are reduced one-half to one per cent due to the reduced 
irrigation (in fact eliminated for wheat, oats, and barley) 
and a two to four per cent reduction in fertilizer levels. 
Energy use is one per cent for petroleum and natural gas 
/ 
and four per cent for electricity, again because of reduced 
irrigation. 
Table XXIII shows that total production and price of 
wheat to be affected by the rapid price increase more than 
the feed grains. Soybeans were affected even less than feed 
grains because of an initial low fraction of irrigated land. 
As in the previous simulations of higher energy prices, 
the additional costs of production have been borne primarily 
by the farm sector. In this simulation in 1979 the produc-
tion expenses are $700 million higher than the baseline 
simulation figure. The government payments that year are 
$22 million more, the total consumer expenditure is $140 
million more, but the net farm income is down by $660 millio~ 
It is appropriate for this area of investigation to show 
the general effects of inflation, both energy and non-energy, 
on food production. Yield, variable costs, energy use and 
price will certainly be changed. Further, consumer spending 
and farm income are of importance. 
To point out these effects, two simulations were made 
of the two extremes: the first assuming an inflation rate of 








PRODUCTION AND PRICE, WHEAT AND FEED GRAIN, RAPID ENERGY PRICE INCREASE 
Wheat Feed Grain 
Production Bu x 10 6 Price_ $/Bu Production tons x 10 6 Price $/Bu Corn 
Base High Energy Base High Energy Base High Energy Base High Energy 
2298 2298 2.34 2.34 230~5 230.5 1. 89 1.89 
.2118 2112 2.86 2.88 226.5 226.1 1.87 1. 88 
2109 2100 2.71 2.78 226.2 225.6 2.11 2.12 
2044 2044 2.77 2.75 230.0 229.6 2.22 2.23 




second assuming twenty per cent for energy and ten per cent 
for non-energy. 
As in the other simulations of high inflation, the crop 
prices do not keep up with the high rate of inflation, 
causing reduced inputs, yields, and energy use, with 
increased variable costs and crop prices. The magnitude of 
the changes vary from crop to crop, affecting soybeans the 
least and cotton the most. Tables XXIV and XXV show the 
yield, variable expense, and crop price for wheat and cotton. 
It appears from Tables XXIV and XXV that although the 
price the farmers receive is somewhat higher, the gross 
income per acre remains constant while costs are much higher 
with the high inflation rate. This is illustrated further 
by Table XXVI, showing the production expenses, consumer 
expenditures and net income for both inflation rates. Ttie 
reduction in energy usage, particularly electricity is 
similar to that simulated for rapid increases in energy 
costs. 
Simulating Energy Limitations 
There is a very real possibility that energy will be in 
short supply in the future. The oil embargo of 1973 saw 
petroleum allocated at reduced levels. Natural gas reserves 
are dwindling yearly, threatening a shortage. It is unlikely, 
however, that electricity would be reduced except on rare 
occasions during peak demand. A simulation of the market 
TABLE XXIV 
INFLATION AND WHEAT PRODUCTION 
Yield Variable Cost Crop Price 
Year Bu/Acre $/Acre $/Bu 
Low High Low High Low High 
1975 34.05 34.05 39.56 39.56 2.34 2.34 
1976 33.09 32.91 36.14 38.28 2.85 2.88 
1977 33.37 33.06 38.73 43.45 2.69 2.78 
1978 33.14 32.70 39.20 46.97 2.74 2.77 
1979 33.06 32.56 40.40 51.74 2.78 2.83 
TABLE XXV 
INFLATION AND COTTON PRODUCTION 
Yield Variable Cost Crop Price 
Year lbs. lint/acre $/Acre $/lb. lint 
Low High Low High Low High 
1975 478 478 143.56 143.56 0.41 0.41 
1976 480 463 148.09 156.68 0.43 0.45 
1977 481 457 152.96 173.01 0.55 0.59 
1978 517 495 165.56 201.13 0.41 0.41 
1979 461 354 158.80 195.24 0.56 0.69 co 
U1 
TABLE XXVI 
INFLATION, EXPENSES, AND INCOME 
Production Expenses Consumer Expense 
Year $ Million $ Million 
Low High Low High 
I ... 
1975 75,559 75,559 158,132 158,132 
1976 82,126 82,602 165,375 165,375 
1977 86,335 88,049 177,598 177,889 
1978 92,652 94,654 190,481 191,142 
1979 98,012 100,544 202,094 203,030 










under the conditions of oil shortage and natural gas 
shortage was made. 
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To simulate the oil shortage, total petroleum use was 
limited from 1976 to 1979, for each crop, to 95 per cent of 
the 1973 level. Dryland and irrigated crops were limited 
separately. All energy prices were allowed to increase at 
ten per cent. 
In 1969 the simulation predicts large reductions in 
irrigation, fertilizer, and cultivation of row crops. Small 
grain yields are down, not because of the petroleum limita-
tion as the fact that it is uneconomical to irrigate or 
fertilize at the 1975 rate. Energy use in 1976 is five to 
ten per cent below the baseline simulation. 
Feed grain yield is most sensitive to the reduction of 
inputs due to constrained petroleum. After 1976 the price 
rises, but yields cannot increase due to the petroleum 
shortage. Table XXVII shows the yield, production and price 
of feed grains of the baseline simulation and the constrained 
petroleum simulation. 
It is interesting to note that the gross income per 
acre for feed grains has actually increased in spite of the 
reduced yield. This, coupled with increased acreage and 
reduced variable expenses, should mean greater net income 
for feed grain growers. Table XXVIII shows that this extra 
cost to livestock growers is borne by the consumer, who 
pays more and receives less'. 
TABLE XXVII 
FEED GRAIN PRODUCTION WITH LIMITED PETROLEUM 
Yield Production Price 
Year Tons/Acre Million Tons $/Ton 
Base Limited Base Limited Base Limited 
1975 2.25 2.25 230.51 230.51 65.95 65.95 
1976 2.20 2.05 226.49 211.07 65.50 76.98 
1977 2.18 2.05 226.21 216.13 73.67 87.69 
1978 2.19 2.05 229.96 221. 85 77.53 87.73 
1979 2.18 2.05 234.28 226.24 81.23 87.93 
TABLE XXVIII 
LIMITED PETROLEUM: INCOME AND EXPENSES 
Production Expenses Consumer Expense Net Farm Income 
Year $ Million $ Million $ Million 
Base Limited Base Limited Base Limited 
1975 75,558 75,558 158,132 158,132 19,277 19,277 
1976 82,392 83,133 165,375 165,375 15,494 15,518 
1977 86,972 88,088 177,739 181,372 17,353 20,479 
1978 93,725 93,737 190,821 194,520 20,796 23,971 
1979 99,297 99,813 202,547 205,184 22,880 25,074 co 
co 
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A natural gas shortage would affect all dryland crops 
more or less uniformly. Those crops irrigating with natural 
gas as fuel would be severely limited. A simulation of this 
situation was made assuming that in 1977 a natural gas 
shortage reduced fertilizer output by 20 per cent and 
curtailed irrigation by 20 per cent. As before, energy 
prices are increased ten per cent each year. 
In 1977 simulated natural gas consumption is down ten 
per cent from 1976 and remains down, due to the shortage, 
through 1979. Table XXIX shows the effect on yield that the 
shortage produces. 
TABLE XXIX 
NATURAL GAS SHORTAGE: YIELD 
Feed Grains Soybeans Wheat Cotton 
ton/acre bu/acre bu/acre lb/acre 
1977 
Base 2.18 27.09 33.26 465.2 
Limited· 2.14 26.30 31.07 459.3 
1978 
Base 2.19 27.11 32.97 503.12 
Limited 2.14 26.37 31.01 490.8 
1979 
Base 2.18 27.26 32.83 394.39 
Limited 2.14 26.49 30.95 403.7 
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Predictably, crop prices, except for cotton, ran ten 
per cent higher in 1978 and 1979. Like the previous 
simulation of a shortage of petroleum, the higher pri~e 
received more than compensates the grower for the reduced 
yield so his net income increases appreciably. Table XXX 








NATURAL GAS SHORTAGE: PRODUCTION COSTS 
AND RECEIPTS, 1979 
Baseline Limited Natural Gas 
$ Million $ Million 
Variable Costs - All Crops 13,527 13,120 
Crop Receipts 49,009 49,974 
Variable Costs - Livestock 40,413 41,180 
Livestock Receipts 65,430 66,597 
Consumers Expenditure 202,547 204,082 
Production Expenses 99,297 99,745 
Net Farm Income 22,880 24,374 
Simulating Resource Limitations 
The production of physical resources, chemical and 
fertilizer, could be limited due to a reduced supply of 
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energy or other raw materials to industry. To investigate 
the result of such a limitation one simulation was made 
limiting herbicide and pesticide to 1973 levels and another 
made limiting fertilizer to 1973 levels. 
The first simulation, limiting herbicide and pesticide, 
assumes a ten per cent energy price inflation. The results 
are similar to those of the previous section where the 
variable inputs were reduced due to a shortage of energy. 
In general, yields are down two to three per cent over the 
simulation period for all crops. Prices are five per cent 
higher, making slightly higher levels of other inputs 
(fertilizer, irrigation, and cultivation) economically 
feasible, so that no significant energy or variable cost 
reduction is seen. Table XXXI, showing statistics on feed 
grain production is typical of all crops. 
In the market, the consumers pay slightly more for 
grain, cotton, and livestock so that the farm income is 
higher under the conditions of the limited chemicals. 
The simulation limiting ~ertilizer to 1973 levels was 
run under the same energy price assumptions as the baseline 
simulation. No other constraints were imposed on energy or 
resources. 
There was very little effect on the yield of row crops. 
Predicted feed grain prices in the baseline simulation are 
never as high as the 1973 prices. The 1973 rate of fertili-
zation approached optimal level in 1973, so with the lower 
TABLE XXXI 
LIMITED CHEMICALS: FEED GRAIN PRODUCTION 
Yield Variable Expense 
Year Ton/Acre $/Acre 
Base Limited Base Limited 
1975 2.25 2.16 53.30 52.47 
1976 2.30 2.14 51.32 51.43 
1977 2.18 2.13 54.65 55.19 
1978 2.19 2.13 59.75 59.71 

















prices, the 1973 fertilizer level constraint imposed no 
real limitation. 
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Small grains were only slightly affected by the limi-
tation of fertilizer. In 1973, wheat was fertilized at a 
rate optimum for $1.50 to $2.00/bushel grain. High exports 
that year drove prices considerably higher than that so, the 
rate is sub-optimal for the $4/bushel actual grain price. 
The expected wheat price throughout the simulation is $2.70 
to $2.90, so the 1973 level is less than the level that 
produces the highest expected net.income to the grower. It 
amounts to a wheat yield two to three per cent lower than 
the baseline simulation. Energy and variable production 
costs are only nominally reduced. The consumers expenditure 
is just slightly reduced. Similarly, net farm income is 
slightly reduced, due to reduced crop receipts. 
Extensive use of herbicides and little or no cultiva-
tion is an alternate method of controlling weeds. A simu-
lation was made of minimum tillage practice on corn, sorghum, 
soybeans, and cotton. Cultivation is limited to one time 
over. Energy prices are consistent with the baseline 
simulation. No other constraints were imposed. 
The result of more herbicide and less cultivation is to 
use less petroleum, but, indirectly, more natural gas and 
electricity. The petroleum reduction ranges from 0.4 
gallons/acre for corn to 1.05 gallons/acre for cotton. 
Natural gas and electricity use is up less than five per cent. 
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Table XXXII shows the 1975 yield, variable cost, and herbi-
cide use for the minimum tillage model. 
Grain yields are down three to eight per cent. Cotton 
yield is cut in half. Cotton requires extensive use of 
cultivation and herbicide to maintain current yields, so 
minimum tillage is not a worthwhile alternative. To main-
tain grain yields at the level accomplished by cultivating 
would require considerably more herbicide. At current 
herbicide prices, however, this would not be profitable to 
the grower. It is also quite unlikely the herbicide 
industry could treble their output to meet such a demand. 
If herbicide costs were reduced significantly, or 
effectively increased, increased herbicide use would become 
feasible in the face of rapidly rising petroleum prices or 
in a period of petroleum shortages. The simulation of 
minimum tillage shows grain prices up by ten per cent, all 
of which is borne by the consumer. 
TABLE XXXII 
MINIMUM TILLAGE, 1977 
Yield Variable Cost Herbicide 
Crop per acre $/acre lbs/acre 
base limited base limited ba!:;e limited 
Soybeans 27.67 25.96 37.89 38.15 0.47 1.15 
Corn 104.70 101.81 67.69 67.75 1.12 1.54 
Sorghum 58.35 56.90 39.16 39.33 0.77 1.15 
Cotton 478.50 186.60 143.56 139.53 1.18 1. 68 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In the previous chapter the results of simulations of 
three categories of situations were described: where, due 
to controlled or uncontrolled events, energy prices rise 
substantially, energy is unavailable in the quantities used 
in the past, and resources are limited due to a shortage of 
raw materials. 
The results of the simulation of the general categories 
of situations are summarized below: 
Increasing Energy Costs - No Shortages 
Slightly reduced yields 
Slightly higher crop prices 
Higher variable costs 
Slightly reduced farm income 
Slightly reduced energy use 
Similar results in high non-energy inflation 
Energy Shortages 
Substantially reduced yields 
Substantially higher crop prices 
Reduced variable expenses 
Higher farm income, higher consumer 
expenditures, reduced consumption 
Similar results for chemical shortages 
Conclusions 
Action by the government that has the effect of 
accelerating the price increase of energy such as 
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deregulation of natural gas and oil or tarriff s on foreign 
petroleum products has only a moderate effect on farm 
expenses. Yields are slightly lower, due mainly to a 
reduction or cessation of irrigation, the most energy 
intensive of the variable processes. Energy use declines 
slightly with higher prices, again due mostly to a reduction 
in irrigation, and partially to a slightly reduced level of 
fertilizer and chemicals. The producer takes most of the 
increased variable expenses from his net income. Obviously 
some growers will be affected more than others. Those 
relying on irrigation and energy intensive processes will be 
hit the hardest. 
A high non-energy inflation rate has the same effect 
on yield, expenses and farm income as the high energy 
inflation rate, but is felt more uniformly by the farm 
community. 
Dwindling reserves with little economic incentive for 
future development (continued regulation) could lead to a 
long term shortage of energy. Certainly, another reduction 
of oil sold to the U.S. by foreign producers would create 
instant shortages. The result of limiting either petroleum 
or natural gas to agricultural users has a substantial 
effect on yield and crop prices. A five per cent reduction 
in petroleum usage, direct and indirect, could decrease 
yields as much as eight per cent, causing crop prices to 
rise as much as ten per cent. Limiting natural gas would 
have a similar result. The increased prices are paid by the 
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consumer buying a refined part of the grains or buying live-
stock fed by the more expensive and less plentiful grain. 
If resources, chemical or fertilizers, are limited, 
due to a shortage of raw materials, the result is much the 
same as if the variable inputs to food production were 
limited due to a shortage of energy. The yields are 
decreased, prices are increased and the consumer pays the 
bill. 
The final simulation, simulating a minimum tillage 
situation demonstrated that at the current price of gasoline 
and herbicide, a massive program of minimum or no tillage is 
not economically feasible. As shown by the productioll 
functions of Chapter III, the herbicide application rate 
w•.nild have to be two to three times the current rate to 
maintain ~:~h yields. The cost would be considerable. The 
energy savinqr-. would amount to a half gallon of fuel per 
acre, less the indirect energy required to produce the 
herbicide. When herbicide price is reduced relative to 
gasoline and effectively increases, decreased cultivation 
and increased herbicide use will be justified. 
Recommendations 
If energy shortages can be predicted and averted by 
imposing higher energy prices, the impact on agriculture, 
yields and crop prices, would be much reduced. It has been 
shown that higher energy prices do not appreciably reduce 
farm output, while an energy shortage does, causing higher 
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prices for grain and livestock. This should be a factor in 
determining a national price policy for energy, which in 
turn determines availability. Those growers who face a 
hardship because of high energy requirements should be given 
favorable tax considerations where food production is more 
critical than the energy it consumes. 
Agricultural research should continue to search for 
ways of increasing production without increasing energy 
inputs. More hearty hybrids and less expensive or more 
effective herbicides to replace tillage are possible 
examples. 
This research effort could be continued and expanded 
in several areas. The existing model could be used to 
determine the farm support program that would be best suited 
for a particular energy price and availability. There is 
also a need for better data on the national aggregate 
production functions, particularly in the areas of pesti-
cides, herbicides, and cultivation, where current aggregate 
data is incomplete. Finally, the effects of the many 
possible energy conservation measures should be tested to 
determine their true effect on energy consumption and yield. 
For example, by estimating the effect of using the optimal 
tractor size for minimum fuel usage the cost function of the 
model could be changed and compared with the existing model, 
or the cost of hauling natural fertilizer compared with 
~anufacturing chemical fertilizer. All reasonable con-
servation techniques should be tested and if practical, 
implemented. Our world has become too small to waste food 
or energy. 
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SU8ROUT !NE CROPQ 00082300 
INTEGER FTl901,TITLEl201201tLA8ELl84.33),SKIPl61 .suPSOY 00082400 
COMMON /CMAI N5/ FT ,TITLE tLA8EL,JUHP 1SKIP ,SUPSOY00082500 
COMMON /CGOYS/ A0Jl45lt CONSTl901, AYl16), EXG , !FLAG, JJ,!Pt IG00082600 
l 1 IE, IS, LO, J .I, Cl 14,2081 , 81l't,2081 , E XOG llh 1351, E 1150 I 00082700 
21 IHOLOl, IHOL02, AHOLClt AHOLOZ 000821!00 
COMMON /CHAINO/ LOAN, FGEXP,FPRIC 00082900 
COMMON /CHAiNI/ YIELD( 16,ltl ,IAJLOT, AOJTG, l Z, IT, IXt IST 00083000 
COHMON/WOLF/Xl261 
DIMENSION ENERGY C31t CROPI 14 It EC UI rFACl7ItARI7,10 I 
DATA CROP/'WHEA 1 1'T •1•SOY8't'EANS•1 •corr•,•oN •,•&ORN•,• 
1,•soRG 1 t 1 HUM '•'OATS•,• •. 1 8ARL'1 1 EY ., 
83 .FORMAT l 10 1 ,ZOA4,/, 'HARVESTED ACRE WAS GREATER THAN HAVIMUM 
18LE HARVESTED ACRES SO SET EQUAL TO LATTER FOR ~ ,A4l 
12345 FOR HAT 11 HO, 'SUBROUTINE CROPQ ENTERED 1 I 
WR IT El s, 1234.5 I 
READ(5 tl I I ECI HI 1H•l ,3l 
3 FORHATl8fl0.0I 





6 fORHATl// 1 0 1 tlOX, 1 YEAR: 1 tA41//3X, 1 PETROLEUH PRICE S '•f5,3,•/GA 
1LLON1 .l/3Xo 1 NATURAL GAS PRICE S 1 1f5,31 1 /HCF 1 ,//3X, 1E!.l,!CTRlClT'I' PR 
2JCE $ 1 ,F5.3, 1/KWH'I 
iEXP•l-3 
ADJX•l.25•11.08••IEXPI 
00 l JL•l,2 
JO•JL-1 
20 FORMAJ(///13X1 1CROP 1 13X1 1YIELD 1 14X1'VAR COST 11,X1 1PETROL 1 13X1'NAT 
lGAs 1 ,2x,•ELECT•,1x,•FERT•.sx.•HER8'·"X•'CULT•,4x, 1 PEST• ,3X, 1 1RR[G' 
ie3X, 1PCT IRR 1 ) 
001 IC•l, 7 
GO TO 1111121l3114ol5t 161171, IC 
11 EP•CIJ ,21> l 
GO TO 2 
12 EP•CIJ,271 
GO TO 2 
13 EP•CI J 1281 
GO JO 2 
14 EP•0.028l•CIJ1251 
GO TO 2 
15 EP•0.023l•CIJ1251 
GO TO 2 
16 EP •0.0125-C I J,251 
GO TO 2 
17 EP•0.0230•CIJ,251 
2 CONTINUE 
00 4 H•lt5 
4 XIHl•O, 
CALL wOLFEI IC, 10,N,ECt EP, AOJX 1FAC1 H 
IF I N • EQ. 5 l GO TO 33 








IFllO.EQoll GO TO 30 
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ARIICo ll •XYIELD 




00 40 K•lo5 
KK•K+5 
40 ARllCoKKl•XIKI 
GO TO l 
30 AR I lCt ll•AR I IC,ll*ll o-FAC I IC 11 +XY IELD*FACI IC I 
ARllCo21aARI 1Co21*11·-FACIICll+XCOST*FACI lCI 
AR I IC, 3JaARI IC ,3 I •ll .-FAC IIC 11 +ENERGY I l l*fAC llCI 
ARI ICo4l•ARI 1Co4l*l lo-FACIICI l+ENERGYl2 l*FACI lCI 
ARllCo51•ARllCt5l*llo-fACIICll+ENERGYl31•FACllCI 
00 50 K"lt4 
ll.K•K+5 
50 AR I IC, KKl•AR I IC, 11.K I* 11 ,-FACI lCI l+XI K l*FACI IC I 
ARll Co 101•XI51 
CONT lNUE 
WRITEl6o201 
DO 60 L"lo7 
1L•2*L 
ILM• IL-l 
WR IT El 6·ol0 IC ROPI ILMI ,CROP I I LI, CAR IL, K l,K• lo 10 I, FACIL I 





XY 1EL.D•C.l*ARl4,l l+C2*AR(5, 11+C3*ARI6ol l+c4*ARI 7o l I 
XCOST•Cl*ARl4t21+C2*ARl5o21+C3•ARl6o21+C4*ARl7,21 
ENERGY 11 l=Cl •ARI 4, 3 I +C2•ARI 5, 31+C3*ARI 6, 3l+Cit-*AR I 7,3 I 
ENERGYl2l=Cl*ARllt-olt-l+C2•ARl5o41+cJ*ARl6o41+Clt-*ARl1o41 
ENERGY U JaCl *AR(lt,51+C2*ARI5, 5' +C3*AR I 6, 5 ,.C4*AR I 7,5 I 
C ll o5 J zXYl ELD•.0.0266 
Cl lt61•ARI loll 
C(l,7JaARl2oU 
Cl I o81•ARlloll 
Cl lol31•XCOST 
Clltllt-laARllo21 
CC J ol5l•ARl2 021 
Cl I ol61•ARl3o21 
DO 70 K•lo5 
JJ•K+5 
10 XIKl•Cl*ARl4oJJl+C2*AR15,JJl+C3•ARl6,JJl+C4*ARl7,JJI 
WR ITEi 61801 X\'IELDt XC OST.ENERGY 111, ENERGY 121 o ENERGY U Io I XI MI ,M=l o5 I 
80 FORMAT II lXo 'FEEi> GRAIN' of 60 2, 3X oF6o 2, 5X, 31F602 ,3 XI ,512 X oF6o 21 I 
WR IT El 60 90 I 
90 FORMATl' l' I 
C IF LOAN RATE JS GREATER. THAN LAST Y.EARS MKToPRICE THEN LOAN RATE = 
C YEAR'S PRICE IN INFLUENCING ACREAGE,VIELD ANO VARIABLE EXPENSE PER 




JFILOA~.eo.01 GO TO 300 
IF ICIJo251.LT.EXOGllo5811 FGPRIC•CCJ,251 










fCRlRAN IV G LEVEL 21 CROPl.l DATE " 75209 10/40/14 
0107 If ICIJ,261.LT.EXOGII,5511 Wtf>RIC=CIJ,261 OD01l4400 
ClCS IF ICIJ,261.LT.EXDGII,5511 CIJ126l=EXOGII,551 00084500 
0109 IFICIJ,271 .LT. EXOGII,1211 SOYPRC=CIJ,271 00084600 
CUO IFICI J,271.LToEXOGll ,1211 Cl J,271=EXOGl1.l21 00084700 
0111 IF ICIJ,281.LT.EXOGI (,5611 COTPRC=CIJ,281 00084800 
Cll2 IF CCI J,281.U.EXOG(l,5611 CIJ,Wl•EXOGII,561 00084900 
0113 .300 CONTINUE 00065000 
Cll4 IF I Cl 1,11.NE .o.o .AND.Cl It!) 1.N E.o.o .AND. Cl I 191.NE.O. 01 Cl! .51 •C000115l00 
ll I 191/CI I .11 00085200 
C FEED GRAIN HARVESTED ACREAGE 00085300 
C-THIS IS THE WAY WE HANDLE PREDETERMINED POLICY VARIA8LES.lF READ AFG 00085400 
C ACREAGE CARD IT IS STORED IN CllollANU THUS CAUSES CONTROL TO JUMP 00085500 
C USUAL ACREAGE CALCULATION. 00085600 
Cll5 IFIC( I,l l.NE.0.01 GO TO 330 00085700 
cue. Cl 1, l. l=I Bl I. 11•1 l.O+I Elll•I ICC J ,251-81J,251 l/BIJ ,2s111 + IEl21• ( l c 'J00085600 
lo261-6(J,2611/BIJ,2t>lll+IEl31•11CIJ,271-SIJ,2711/BIJo27111+1El41*100085900 
21CI J, 261-BI J 02611/BI J,.28111+IEI55l•EXOG I I dBi 11 I +ll .0-ADJ ll 11*1 Cl JOOOOl>OOO 
3, 11-IH J, 111 00066100 
C-IF CALCULATED HARVESTED ACRES IS GREATER THAN MAXIMUM HARVESTED ACRES 00066200 
C THEN ACREAGE SET TO LATTER LEVEL. 00086300 
C117 IF ICII,ll.GT.EXOGII,7911 wRITE(6,83llTITLEll,Kl,K=l,201,AYlll 00086400 
0118 IF I Cl I.l I.GT .EXOGll, 7911 Cl 1,ll=EXOGI !, 791 00086500 
Cll9 330 CGNTINUE 
C FEED GRAIN PRODUCTION 00097000 
0120 335 YIELD( h21ll " Cll,51 00087100 
0121 IFICI I,91.NE.O.OI GO TO 340 00087200 
0122 C(l,9l=CII,1J•Cll,51 00087300 
0123 340 CUNT!NIJE 00087400 
0124 IF llC1Itll•Cllo511.NE.Cll,911 CII,51=CII,91/Cll,l) 00087500 
C FEED G~AiN SUPPLY 00087b00 
0125 Cl I ,2ll=CH ,91 +EXOGll,2l+CIJ,4l I - CIJ.1501 00087700 
C FEED GRAIN TOTAL PRODUCTION EXPENSES 000611300 
0126 cc 1,111=c1 I,11•c1I,lll 00011s400 
Cl27 IF ICII.21.NE.o.o .ANO. Cll,61.llE.o.o .AND. c11,101.Ne.o.01 Cll,6100086500 
l=CI 1,101/CI I ,21 00086600 
C WhEAT l'ARVESTED ACREAGE 00088700 
Cl26 IFICI 1,2 loNEoOoOI GO TC 345 000118600 
Cl2S Cl I,2)c s11.21•11.o+IE181•11CIJ,261-81 J,2611/8(J,2611l•IEl91•((CIJ00088900 
l1251-B(J,25 I l/81J,25 ll l+IEI lOl•UCIJ, 271-BI Jo271 I /iHJ,27l ll+IEl52l00089000 
2•11CIJ1.l8l-BIJ1281 l/BIJ,28111+1El561•EXOGI 1.38111 +I lo0-ADJC2ll*IC00089l.OO 
31Jo21-BIJ1211 00089200 
Cl30 IF IC! 1,,;!1.GT.EXOG(I ,BOil WRIT1:(6,8311T!TLEl2,KI ,Kzl,201,AY((I 00089300 
0131 IF 1Cllo2l.GT.EXOGll,80ll Cll121•EXOGl!,801 00069400 
C132 345 CONTINIJE 
C WHEAT FRODUCTION 00089900 
0133 350 Y IELDI 1+2,21 = Cll, bl 00090000 
0134 IFICI 1,101.NE.O.OI GO TO 355 00090100 
c13s c1I,101=c1I,21•c11,c.1 00090200 
0136 355 CONT INLE 00090300 
0137 IF l(CII,21• Cll,61!.NE.C{ltlOll Cll16laC(l,lOI I c11,21 00090400 
C 111HEAT SUPPLY 00090500 
Cl3S CII.221=CI l,1Cl+EXOGll,41+C(J,421 - C(J,1511 000901>00 
C wHEAT TOTAL PRODUCT ION EXPENSE 00091200 
0139 Cl 1.18.l=CI J,21*CI I, 141 00091300 
0140 IF ICII,Jl.NE.o.O.ANO.Cl[,71.NE.O.O.ANO. CII,lll.NE.0.01 CII.71 00091400 
l=CI I, lll/CI I o31 00091500 
C SOYBEANS HARVESTED ACREAGE 0009lb00 
Cl41 IFICll,31.NE.O.OI GO TO 360 00091700 
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0142 Clle31•1Blle31•11.0+IEl141*11CIJ,271-81Je2711/81Je271Jl+IEl151*11C00091800 
llJ,251-81 Je251 l/BIJ,251 I I+ IEI l6 l•llCIJ,261-81Je261 l/BCJ,261 ll+C El500091900 
231*11CCJ 128 I-SC J, 2811/BI J ,28111 +C El 511 *E XOGCI ,381111+I1.0-AOJ 13 I 1•00092000 
31CIJe3 J-SIJ·,311. 00092100 
C 143 360 CON TINl.E 
C SOYBEANS PROOUC TION 00092000 
0144 365 YIELDI H2,31 • Cl le71 00092700 
0145 lflCI 1.u 1.NE.0.01 GO TO 370 00092800 
0146 CC 1tll1-CI I tll *Cll e71 00092900 
0147 370 CONTINUE 00093000 
Cl48 If C1Clle31•Cll,711 oNE.Cllellll CCle71•CllellllCC!,31 00093100 
C SOYBEAN SUPPLY 00093200 
0149 Clle231•Cllt11HCIJ,431 - CIJtl561 00093300 
C SOYBEAN TOTAL PRODUCTION EXPENSES 00093900 
Cl5C CC lel91•CCle31*CCl,151 00094000 
0151 If CCI le41.NE.O.O ·.AND. Cll,81.NEo OoO oANDo Cllel21.NE.O.OI Clle80009itl00 
ll•ICC 11121/CI le411*480.00DO 0009it200 
C COTTON HAP.VEST ED ACREAGE 00094300 
0152 lFICCle41.NE.O.OI GU TO 375 00091t400 
0153 cc 1. 41•C 8 I l t4 l*I lo O+ I EC 201 •CIC.I J ,281-BC Jl2 811/BI J ,2a 111•E1211 •1 I Cl 00094500 
1J,251-BCJe25Jl/8(J;2511 +IEC221*CCCIJe271-BCJ,2711/BIJe27111+1EC5it00094600 
21* c CCIJ,261.:.ec Jo 261 llBCJ ,2611I+IEC58 l*EXOGC 1. 381111+ c 1. 0-ADJ litl l*I 00094700 
3CCJ,41-81J,411 00094800 
015't If ICCloitl.GT.EXOGll,8111 ldllTEC6e831CTJTLEC4eKleK•lo201oAYCll 0009't900 
0155 If CCI lo'>l.GT.EXOGll ,8111 CC loitl•EXOGC le8ll . . 00095000 
Cl5t 375 CONTINUE 
C COTTON PRODUCTION 00095~00 
0157 380 YIELDCl+2,41 •CCl,81 00095600 
Cl58 JFICI 1.121.NE.o.01 GO TD 385 00095700 
Cl!>9 Cl I ol21•1CC lo41*CCieBl l/480.0DO 000951100 
0160 385 CONTINUE 00095900 
Clbl IF llCCI 1,tol*Cll 1811/480.0l.NE.CCl,1211Clle81• CCllol.i!l/Cll,411• 00096000 
1480.0DO 00096100 
C COTTON SUPPLY 00096200 
0162 Cllo2'tl•Clltl21+EXOGCl,71+CIJ,4'tl - CCJel521 00096300 
C COTTON TOTAL PROCUCTION EXPENSES 00096900 
Clb3 CC I 0201• Cl I t'tl*CC I 0161 00097000 
C-SWITCH THE T-1 PRICES Of WH,CAToAND FG BACK TO ORIGINAL VALUES IF THEY00097100 
C ARE STORED JN VARIABLES WhPRICoCOTPRC, FGPRCo 00097200 
0164 JF CFGPRIC .NE. 0.01 CCJ,251 •FGPRJC 00097300 
0165 IF (WhPRIC .NE. 0.01 Cl Jo261 •WHPRIC 00097400 
0166 IF I SOVPRC.NE .o oO I CC J, 271 • SOY PRC 00097500 
0167 IF CCOTPRC .NE. 0.01 CCJ,281 •COTPRC 00097600 
Cl68 RETURN 00097700 
0169 ENO 00097800 
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0001 SUBROUTINE ~OLFEIIC,IQ,N,EC,EP,AOJ,FAC,L!HI 
C QUAORATK PROGRAM BY THE WOLFE HETHOO 
C Hit-.OllES OBJECTIVE FUNCTION Ill 
C l= PIJI oi< XCJI + XCIJ * CII,JI * XCJI 
C THE CONSTRAINTS ARE 
C All,JI * XIJI .LE. Bill 
C ALL XIJI .GT. 0 
c 
C002 01 l'Et-.S IOI\ CUSTl26 I, T 110, 261,PRFlf1261, TTI 261,0IFF1261 ,RAT IOI 101 
C003 OlHENSJON 1BllOlollll25110PPllOl,ECl3J,FACl11 
0004 COHHON/WOLF/Xl261 
0005 COHHUN/OATA1/Cl5,51,Pl51 
C006 COHHCN/OATA2/H,Al5 t5 I, Bl5 I 
0007 112 FORMAT I l3X, 1 T.,E OBJECTIVE FUNC TlON IS U~OUNOED. 11 
coca NREAO = 5 































































DO ltiO l=l,HN 
DO 180 J=l,NC 
180 Tl I , J I =O • 0 
00 182 l=l,H 
182 JII,ll=81II 
00 183 ·I•MPl,HN 
J=I-14 
183 lll.11=-PlJI 
00 18't I=l,H 
1)0 184 J=leN 
JPl=J+l 
184 Tl l,JPll=All,JI 
DO 185 l=l,N 
DO 185 J=l ,N 
IPM=l+H 
JPl=J+l 
185 Tl 1n,JPll ;z.•c 11 ,J1 
OU l 8b I =HP ltMN 
IHM=l-M 
DO 186 J=NP2,MNPl 
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l 66 Tl I, JI =A I JMN .I MM I 
00 187 l=l ,MN 
IJ•l + NVPl 
DO 187 J=NYP2,NC 
lfl J-IJI 167, 179, liH. 
179 Tl J,JJ=l.O 
187 CONTINUE 
DO l 86 l=MPl ,MN 
I J= l-M+HNP l 




DO 208 lsl,HN 
OPPIIl=T(l,ll 
208 CONTINUE 
00 .HO J=l,NZ 
340 COSTIJl,.O.O 
00 169 l•l,H 
J=NP 1 +I 
189 COSTIJl=TII,11 
00 l\JO JaNYP2tNC 
190 COSTIJl•9999.0 
NNslllZ-l'N 
00 25 KKsloNZ 
25 Ill IKK l•KK 
00 l l=l,MN 
!Blll=NN~I 
KsO 




00 2 J=l,N(; 
2 PRFITIJl=OoO 
DO 3 J=ltNC 
SUH,.0.0 
00 4 1•1,MN 
JJ•IBIU+l 
4 SUMaSUH+cOSTIJJl*Tll tJI 
PRF !Tl JJ:SUM 
3 OlFFIJl•COSTIJl-PRflTIJl 





FINO THE VARIABLE WITH THE LARGE ST PROFIT 
DO 5 1•2, NC 
235 IFIDIFflll-TESTl 6,5,5 
6 Tl: S J=lJ !Ff ( 11 
!PC= I 
5 COM I NUE 
IF I I PC 199, 99, 7 
KCK=O 
DO d l=l,HN 
IFITI lo IPCI 132,32,20 
110 







20 RATIO( ll•TC lrl I/Tl I, IPCI 
GO TC 8 
32 KCK=KCK+l 
IFIKCK•MNl2lt3lt2l 
21 RAT IOI ll=l.E20 
8 COl\TihUE 
c REMOVE LIMITING VARIABLE 
Cl07 00 9 I•l,MN 
ClCS 1FIRATI0(1119tl0tl0 
010~ 10 lFIRATIOC Il.GT.10000.IRATICUl=lOOOO. 
0110 TES T=RAT 10( I I 
Clll lPR=I 
0112 GO TO 11 
0113 9 CONTINUE 
0114 ll DO 12 I=l,MN 
Cll ~ IFI TEST-RAT IOI I 1112, 12, 13 
0 llc 13 TE s T=RA TIO( I I 
011 7 IPR= I 
cue 12 cor.nr-.uE 
OATE 752 09 
C START PIVOTING AND 11\TRCDUCE NEW VARIABLE INTO SOLUTION 
0119 P IVOT=TI IPR, IPCI 
Cl20 OD 15 J=l,NC 
0121 15 TIIPR,Jl=HIPR,Jl/PIVGT 
0122 DO 1 7l l•l ,MN 
0123 IFII-IPRIHtl7l,17 
Cl24 17 DO 18 J=l,NC 
C125 18 TTIJl=H IPR,Jl*TCI,IPCl/TIIPR,IPCI 
0126 00 172 J=l,NC 
0127 172 Tl I,Jl=TC ItJl-TTIJI 
Cl28 171 COl\TlNUE 




























205 DO 176 J=l,NYPl 
170 COSTIJl=G.O 
DD 197 I=l.MN 
RECOMPUTE COSTS 
!fl Ill( I l-MNI 192.192, 195 
192 JJ=ld( Il+MNPl 
GO TO 196 
195 Ifl 1111II-NY1196,196.197 
196 JJ=I6lll-MNMl 
GO TU 198 
198 COSTlJJl=TII,11 
197 CONTINUE 
99 SUM=O. 0 
00 201 l=l,MN 
IN= !Ill 11 





DO 202 I=l,HN 
DO 202 J=l,MN 
IN= llll 11 
IFC l~.GT.NIGC TO 202 
JN=lBIJI 
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0156 SUMzSUH•CI IN, JNJ •T 11tll•TIJ,11 
Cl!i 1 202 CONTINUE 
Cl5~ SCND=SUM 
0159 OBJ= FRST +SCNO 
Ol6C IFllPCl317,317,318 
Cl6l 318 Ifl K-1TMAXI19,830,830 
Clt.2 317 CONTINUE 
Cl63 DO 28 l=l,MN 
Cl6~ 219 NUM= IB l I I 
Cl65' X l NUM l =TI I, 11 
Ol6b £8 CONTINUE 
Cl67 GO TO 30 
0168 31 wR!TflNPRINT,1121 
Olb9 GO TO 30 
cue 830 wRITEC~PRINT,8311IC,IO 
C171 8Jl FURMATllX,' ITERATION LIMIT EXCEEDE0' .2I51 
0172 GO TO 317 
Cl7J 30 IF I I C • EQ .O I GO TO 6 l 
Cl 14 GO TO 111,12,73,74,75,76,771,IC 
0175 71 FAClll=0.002•xc11 
0176 GO TO bl 
c 117 72 FACC2l=0,0007*Xl51 
Cl78 GO TO 61 
Cl79 73 FACIJl=0,007•Xl51 
0180 GU TO 61 
0181 74 FACl4J=0.0035•XC51 
0182 GO TO 61 
0183 75 FACC51=0.0024•Xl41 
Cl84 GO TC bl 
0185 76 FAClol=0.002•Xl31 
0Ul6 GO TO 61 
0187 77 FACl7l=0,002•XC31 
Cl88 61 RETURI'< 
1)18'7 END 




























































DIMEl';S IUN EC! 11 
DO B l=l,S 
DO 8 M=l,!> 
B AIL1Ml=O. 
C ENERGY CONSTRAINTS BY TYPE OF ENERGY 
M=3 
READl5,lOllB(LLl,LL=l,31 
10 FORMAT 17 FlO .OI 
GO Tll 11,z,3,4,5,6,71.IC 
All,ll=0.013 
Al 1,21=0 .132 
Alldl=0.7tl 





A( 3,31 =21.33 
GO TO 100 
2 A( l tl l=O.Ol 
Allt21=0ol32 
A( l t31=0.42 
Al lt4ls0.l32 
Al 1, !>l=O. 78 








GO TO 100 









Al 3.1 l=0.&3 
Al3t2l•0.51 
Al3t41=0.5l 
Al 3,51=21 •. B 






Al 2.l l=OoCl5 
A12t2l=0.03S 
Al2,4l=O.OJ<l 
Al 2, 51=U.07 
113 
OATE 75209 10/'t0/14 
114 
FCllTRAN IV G LEVEL 21 CONST DATE 75209 10/40/ 14 
0058 Al 31 l I =Oob.4 
CC5S A(31l l=O.!>l 
OObO A(314l=O.!H 
OObl Al3151=Zld3 
CCb.! GO TO 100 
CC63 s Alloll=0.012 
00b4 Al 1121=0.132 
00b5 All13l,.0.32 
CObb AB,41=0o.711 
00b1 Al lo l l=0.02 
0068 Al212l=0.038 
CCb'i A121'tl=Oo07 
007C Al 31 l l =O.~l 
C071 A131ll=0.51 
C072 AO 14 l =2 loJ3 
CC73 GO TO 100 
OOH 6 Al 1111=0.008 
CC7~ A( 1121=0.132 
COH Al 113 l=0.0.18 
con All.l lz0.0011 
con Al2121=0.0:'ltl 
CC7'i Al 2,31=0.07 
0080 Al 3.11=0.16 
COSl A(3 1llz0.51 
0082 AIJ,31=21.33 
0083 GO TU 100 
008't 7 Al loll=0.013 
CC85 A( l1ll=O.l32 
coat: All131=0.78 
0087 A( 2oll=Oo015 
COSS Al21ll=0.038 
0089 Al 2,J l=O.C7 
0090 Al .Jol l=Ooo8 
0091 A(3 12l=0.51 
C09~ Al 3131 =21.33 
C093 100 RETURN 
C0\14 ENO 





























































Oll'ENS IOI'< EC(ll 
DO 10 J=l,5 
Pl Jl=O, 
DO 10 K= l, 5 
CIJ 1Kl=O. 
10 CONT !NUE 




p ( 11=-C.32•EPHO .o 75• ACJ•O .013• EC ( 11 •0 .o l 7•EC ( 21+o.o75* ECI 311 
p I 21 =- 5. 6o•E P•I 3. oa• AOJ+O. 132• ECI ll +O. 038• EC 12 I +O .5l•EC131 l 
!Fl !Dll001lOO, 11 
11 N=3 
Cl 3.31 =C.OlO•EP 
Cl 31 l l=-0.002*EP 
CIJ1ll~0.5•C(3,ll 
Cll 1.>l=Cl31l I 
PI 31 =- C. 7~>'1<E P•0.33 *AOJ• O, 78•EC I 11+O.07•EC I 2 I +21.33 *EC (3 I 
!Fl PI 3 II 1001 121 12 
12 N"2 
GO TO 100 
2 Cl 11 l lsO,OOb9l*EP 
Cl212 l=0.75•EP 
Cl.J.31=0.ol•EP 
ct 4141 sl40, O*EP 
Ll.h 21=0 .55 *EP 
C l:h 2 I= 0 ,5 •CI 3 1 2 I 
Cl2o31zC13.ZI 
PI 11 =- 0,50*EP•O. 094*AOJ+O, 0 l*EC I 11 +O, 003*E C 121+O·,88* EC.I 31 
Pl 21 =-2. 90•E P+ 3. 08•AOJ +o. l 3•EC I 11 +o. 03S•EC ( 2 I+ o. 5l•EC131 
Pl31=-3.95•EP+0.92*ACJ•0.42•EC1ll 
Pl 41 =-51.0*cP+17.32•~0J+O.l32*ECI ll+0.038*ECIZ l+0.5l•ECl31 I 
Nz4 





Cl l151=C( 5, 11 
p I 5 I =-0, 74*EP +O .33•ADJ +O. 7 B•ECI 11 +O .07*EC121+2 l. 33*ECI 31 
lFIP15111C0,2212Z 
22 N=4 
GO TO 100 
3 Cl 1111=0.015.J•EP 
Cl 2r21=28. l*EP 
Cl 3 1 31=29 .b5 *EP 
ct4141=2.'>l*EP 
Cl3,21=~.2*EP 
Cl 3 1 2. I= 0 .5 "CI J, 2 I 
Cl21JJ=Cl3121 
PI l J =-4. 7*EP +O .bS*ADJ •O .O l2•ECI l HO .O l6*EC I 2 I +0. b3*ECl3 I 
Pl2l=~ll5.4•EP+IJ,08•ACJ+O.lJ2*ECllJ+0,038*ECl21+0.5l*EC(3J I 
Pl 3l=-2bC,C*!:P+l.2b*AllJ•O. 84•ECI 11 
P 14 l =-51 .O *E P+I 7 ,3 2*ADJ+O, l32*ECI 11 +O. 038*EC I 2 )+ O, 51 •EC I 3 l I 
/;=4 
115 
































































Ctl, 5 l=C( 5.11 
p I 5 I •-16. 49. EP +Io. 42 4<A CJ +O. 78* EC 111+0.07 •EC ( 21+21. 33 •EC 131 I 




Cl 4 ,41=2 '1.b•EP 
C(3, <I. l=.i:' .02*EP 
Cl3,2l=0.5*CIJ,21 
Cl 2.Jl=CU,2 J 
P(ll=-0.33•EP+I0.068*ADJ+O.Ol2*ECI ll+O.Ol5•ECl21+0.64*EC(3ll 
P121~11.6•EP+3.08*AOJ+O.l32*EClll+0.038*ECl21+0.5l*ECl31 
P ( 3 l =-13. l *EP+O. 98 •AD J+O. 3Z* EC I ll 
PI 41=- 48. 9*E P+ 17 o32*AOJ+O, UZ*ECI l HO, 038•EC 121+O.51* EG 1311 
N=4 




C( S,l l=0.5•Cl5.ll 
Cl l,5 l=CI 5.11 
p ( 5 I =-4. 9•EP •I 0. 33•AOJ +o. 78•ECI ll +o. 07*EC ( 21+21. 33•EC 1311 
GO TO 100 
5 C(l,ll=0.002l*EP 
c12.21=1.s1•eP 
Cl 3.J l=l • .ll*EP 




P( l l=-C.5S*EP+I0.048*ADJ+0.012*EC< ll+O.OZ*ECIZl+0.5l*EC131 l 
p (2 I=-~. e•EP +3 .os•ADJ +O .132 •EC( 11+0.038•EC121+0. 51 •EC ( 3 l 
P131=-6.5•EP+ll.ll*ACJ+0.32•EC(lll 






Pl 41=-3. 3•EP+( 0.33*ADJ+C. 78•EC l ll +0.07*EC( 21+21.33*EC1311 
GU TO 100 
6 C< l .ll =U.0034l*EP 
C(2,£1=7.2*EP 
N=2 





Cl 3, l l =- 0. 00 lb •E P 
Cl 3, l l=0.5*CI 3d I 
CU ,Jl=CIJtl I 
p 13) =-2. l•EP •0 .2 a•ADJ+ a. 78•EC11 1+0. 07 •ECI 21 +2 l .33•EC ( 31 
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c11.11 .. -o.0024•EP 
C( 3.1 l•0.5•Cl3,ll 
Cl l,3l=Cl3.l I 



















































DI ME NS IOI\ XI 11, ENERGY I 11 r EC I ll 
GO TO 11,2,3,4,5,4,71.1c 
l YIELD= 19. d2 +0.32*X l 11- .0022*XI 11**2+5. 84* lll 21-4, 75•X ( 2102 + Oo 75* XI 
131-C.Ol0*X131**2+0.002•Xlll•Xl31 
ENERGYll 1=9.898+0.0U*XI 11+0 .• 13.t•XI 21i·O. 78•Xl31 
ENERGYl2l=Oo029+0.0l7•XI11+0,038•XI21+0. 07•Xl31 
ENERGY 0 l=l .10+0.o•X11 J+O .5l•Xl 21+21.33*Xl 31 
XC OST =tNERGY 11l•EC111+ENERGYI2 I •ECl2 l+ENERGYI 3 l*ECI 31 +I 12 .96+0. 075 




GO TU 100 
2 YIEL0=1.oao+o.so•x111-o.0069l•X111••2+0.14•x1s1-o.0113•x1s1••2+.oo 
1028*X I 11*XI51 +3 .95*XI 3 H2 • 90*XI 21-0.bl O*Xl31**2-0. 750•X 121••2-0 ,55 
2•X<<l*Xl31+51.0•X141-140.0*X14l••2 
EN ERGI'( 11= l 0 .a 7+0. Ol•X I 11 + o. l32*XI 21 +o. 42• XI 31+Oo132• XI 41 t. 78•X I 5 i 
ENERGY 12 I •O ,004 +0 .OO 3*X I 11+0.02 3*XI 21 +0 .038*Xl<!t I +0,07•X I 51 
ENERGYl31=l,13+0,88•Xlll+0,5l*Xl21+0.5l*Xl41+2lo33*Xl51 
XCOS T=ENERG YI 11*ECI11 +ENERGY I 21 *ECI 21+ENE.RGY13 l•EC ( 31+!7.46+0 ,094"' 
1Xlll+3,0S•Xl21+0,92*Xl31+3.0S*Xl41+0.33*Xl511•AOJ+l.05•EP 
GO TC 100 
3 YI ELl.l=-709 ,5+4, l•XO l-O.Ol53*XI 11••2+16. 49* XI 51-0. 302•X 151**2 •0 .01 
l7•Xtll•Xl5l+260.l*X131+115.4•Xl21-29.65*Xl3l••2-28.7•Xl21**2-9.2•X 
212l*X(31+34.8•Xl41-2,5l•Xl41••2 
ENERGY I 11 =22 .41+0. 012• x I 11+o.132•XI 2' +o. 84• Xl3 I+ 0.132•X 141 +o. 78•XI 
151 




lFCX151,EQ,O.I YIElO•Y IELD+l48 




ENERGY I 11=14.945+0. 012•x I 11+0. 132• XI 21 +0.32•Xl3 l+O.l 32•X 141+O.7 8 •x 
1151 









ENERGY ( 11=l0.33+0. 012• XI 11 •0. 132• XI 21+ o. 32• x 131+ o. 7a•x (41 
ENERGY '2 l=O .41.2+0, 02 •XI 11 +O. 038*XI 2) +O. 07• XI 4) 
cNERG¥131=7.52+0.5l*Xlll+0,5l*Xl21+21.33*Xl41 
XCOST=ENERGYlll•EClll+ENERGYl21•ECl21+ENERGYlll*ECC31+19.382+0.048 




GU TO 100 
6 YI ELD=28 .O +0 .43*XI 11-0. 0034l•XI ll 02+2. l*XI 31-0. 014* Xl3 I** 2+0 .OO lb 
118 























ENERGVC2 l=0.024+0.00B*XI ll•0.03B*XI 21+0.07*X131 
ENERGY 131 =2. lb+0. 76•X I 11 +O .Sl•X I 21+21.33*XI 31 
XCOST=ENERGYlll*EClll+EhERGYl21•ECIZl+ENERGYl31•ECl31+19.358+0.078 
l•X! ll+3.0B•Xl2l+0.28*Xl311•ADJ+ l.05•2.4*EP 
IF1Xt3 l.EQ.O.IYIELD=YIELD+ll.O 
XI 5l=Xl31 
XL:! I =l .95 
Xl41•0. 
GO TO 100 
7 VIEL0=2B.8+0.24•Xlll-0.00250•XI 11••2+1.ll*Xl31-0.0098•Xl31**2+o002 
l4*XI ll*XI 31+12.l•XCZl-9.B•XI 21**2 
ENERG¥tll=ll.07+0.013•Xlll+0.132•X121+0.7B*Xl31 
ENERGYl2l•Oo0l2+0.0l5•Xlll+Oo03B*Xl21+0.07•Xl31 
ENERGYl3 l=l.2+Q,68•Xlll+0.5l*XI 21+21.33•Xl31 
XCOS T= ENERGY t 11•ECt11 I-ENERGY I 21 •ECI 21+ENERG YI 31•ECI31 +I 11. 275+0. 09 









10 fCT ENERGY PRICE INCREASE, NO CONSTRAINTS OR SHORTAGES 
SIMULATE 5 YEARS, BEGINNING IN 1975 
BASELINE PROJECTIONS USEC IN ThIS SIMULATION WERE DEVELUPED MARCH 1975 
TARGET PRICES 
TllRGcT PRICES ACJUSTEO BEGIN~I~G I~ YEAR 1975, 
LC.AN RATES will BE USE:O TO SUPPORT MARKET PRICES AS NEEDED. 
fLA.!illLllX INFORMALUJ!!I 
ThE DEFAULT ELASTICITIES WILL BE USED 
Tl-E CEO LIVESTOCK PRICE FLEXIBILITY MATRIX WILL BE USED. 
THE USER SUPPLIEC l EXOGENOUS DATA CARDS, THESE ARE: 
.llARU.lil..f-tjA..1!.f . CROP COD.f 
A FILE UF ZEROS 108 19 73 6 563. 000 664.000 725.000 
07 / 28/ 75 
lUE~[1El~!LlQ1_f!IQL 
1 





FETRCLEUJo Pi<ICE $ 0.406/GALLON 
~tTUR~L CAS PRICE $ 0.746/MCF 
ELECTRICITY PRICE $ O.C27/K~H 
CROP Y IELO VAR CC!:>T FET RCL NAT GAS 
WI-EAT 34.05 37.56 11.96 1.29 
SCYEEANS 21.67 32.14 12. 74 o. 15 
CCTTON 478.53 139.83 30.88 2.85 
CCRt. 1C4.70 67.33 19. 71 4. 36 
SORGhUf' 58.35 40.ti4 l.J.3t 2.c;9 
OATS So .26 2d.97 .10 .04 0.49 
BARLEY 41. 78 :.12. 22 ll.91 o. 62 
FEED GRAIN 84.46 54.30 lo.58 3.21 
ELECT FERT HERB CULT 
12.21 67.07 0.52 1.68 
38. 38 34. 48 0.47 2.85 
147. 56 83. 61 l.18 4.12 
191. 11 221.22 l .12 2.16 
91. 7, 123.82 0.11 2.16 
51. 31 51.30 o.5o 1.95 
34.72 31. 17 0.55 1. 99 





o.1a 20 .05 
















FETRCLEUI' PRICE $ 0.44£>/GALLCI\ 
l\tTURAL (AS PRICE S 0.821/MCf 
ElECTRICITY PRICE ~ U.QjO/K~H 
CROP YIELD VAR COST PETROL NAT GAS 
WHEAT 33.02 35.4C lC.99 1.10 
S CY E EAl\S 2 1.28 29.97 12. 59 C.13 
COTTCN 4t8.69 l49ob7 30.69 2 .1a 
(.;0 f<I\ 102.68 o4 .09 19 .27 3.95 
SOl<GHUM 57.0l 38.27 l3o20 2. !lO 
OATS 53.<H Zo.44 9.90 o. 38 
tiAHEY 40.63 29.62. 11. 73 c .. 44 
FHC GPAIN 82.59 51.32 16.25 2.90 
ELECT FERT HERB CLILT 
44. 54 60.91 C.43 1.68 
34. ;c 33 .16 0.14 2.87 
142. 18 80.25 1.17 4.12 
172..19 200.94 0.89 2 .17 
87. 58 115. 35 o.2a 2.12 
41. 35 38. 61 0.37 l.95 
2tJ. 18 25.85 0.47 1.99 
125. 'il 146. 93 o.69 2.11 
PEST IRR.IG 




















FETRCLEUM PRICE S 0 .497/GAlLON 
t\tTUFAL CAS PklCE $ C.9C3/MCF 
ELECTFICITY PRICE $ o.C32/K~r 
CRCP YIELD VAR COST FETROL NAT GAS ELECT fERT HERB CULT PEST IRRIG PCT IRR 
WHAT 33.26 39.47 11.11 l. 14 49. 73 62. 35 o. 45 l.68 o.o 16.05 0.03 
SCY E!EAt\S 27.09 31. 33 12.52 c.12 32. t:. l 32. 70 o. 03 2.87 0.11 13.20 0.01 
CCTTON 4l:5. 22 161.5S 3C.c2 2. 76 139. St 79.13 1.17 4.12 5.28 23.23 0.16 
CCRt- 1 C2 .1 7 od.42 l<J.Ul 3.81 168.43 196.24 0.86 2.11 o. 73 18.\ll 0.01 
SORGHUM 56.68 40.80 13.17 2. 77 86. 86 113. 84 0.20 2.12 o.o 20.34 0.05 
OATS 53.00 l. 7. 63 9.67 o. 34 33. 11 3th30 o. 34 1.95 o.o 9.50 o.o 2 
oAP.LEY 40.15 31.16 11. 52 0.39 19. 88 23.69 0.46 1.99 o.o 7.40 0 .o l 
FEED Gl<AIN 82.04 54.65 16.13 2. 84 121. 11 143.29 0.65 2.11 0.44 16 .55 
HAR: 1978 
HTRCLEUfi PRICE $ 0.540/GALLDN 
l\lTUR~L G~S PRICE S 0.993/MCF 
ELECTRICITY PRICE $ 0.036/KliH 
CRCP YIELD VAR COST PETROL NAT GAS ELECT FERT HERB CULT PEST IRRIG PCT IRR 
WHEAT 32.97 41.ltlt 10.91t 1.10 43.24 60.71 0.42 1.68 o.o 11.36 0.02 
SO'r' EEAl\S 21.11 34.04 12.53 0.12 32.68 32. 74 0.04 2.87 0.11 13 .28 0.01 
CCTTON 503.12 183.14 31.32 3.05 160. lt5 93.22 1.20 4.13 6.16 24.79 0.11 
CORN 102.40 71t. 75 19.22 3. 90 17L • C2 198.24 o. 87 2.11 0.73 19 .02 0.01 
SORGHUM 56. 84 44.63 13.19 2.78 87.14 114.42 0.24 2.12 o.o 20.32 o.os 
OATS 53.38 30.3 e 9.74 0.35 3b.35 37.27 0.35 1.95 o.o 11.54 0.02 
ti ARLEY 40.32 34.13 11.sa 0.41 21. 72 24.59 o.47 1.99 o.o 9.13 0.02 
FEE[ Gf!AIN 82.28 59. 75 16.18 2.86 123. 34 144.83 0.67 2.11 O.lt't 11.os 
THE MA~KET PRICE OF 28 IN 1978WAS $ 0.400 
CRCF NO. 28 IN YEAR 1978 NEw PRICE IS, 0.41 STOCKS BOUGHT ARE, 0.19 
YEAR: 1979 
FETRGL EUM PRICE $ 0 .594/GALLON 
l\~TUFlAL fAS PRICE $ l.092/HCF 
ELECTRICITY PRICE $ O.CJ9jK~H 
CFlCP YIELD VAR CCST PETROL NAT GAS ELECT FERT HERB CULT 
liiHEAT 32.83 44.34 lO .as 1.07 40.56 59.92 0.41 1.68 
SO'f EE ANS 27.26 38.14 12.57 o. 12 33. c;o 33.11 0.13 2.a1 
CC TT ON 394.39 l 76. 77 29 .61 2. 33 110~ t4 59. 16 1.12 4.10 
COFll\ 1C2. 21 80.62 19.18 3. St! 168.49 196.48 0.86 2.11 
SORGHUfol So.72 48.15 13.18 2•77 d6· 87 113. 86 0.22 2.12 
OATS 53 .02 32.48 9.65 0.34 33.34 36.45 0.34 1.95 
BARLEY 40.16 36.61 11. 51 o.39 19. 64 23.84 0.46 1.99 





















10 PCT ENERGY PR.ICE INC,, tA SE, NO CONSTRAINTS OR S.HURTAGES 
FEED GRAINS 
VARIABLE CORN TUT AL 
HAR\lf::STtu Y lt:LD TOTAL EXPcN.H: T DTAL PRICE FEED DOMESTIC TOT AL DIS APPEAR- ENDING CASH 
ALR tAGE PH. Al.KE PRJDUC TION PER AC~E SUPPLY RECEIVED DEMAND DEMAND i=XPORT S ANCE YEA~ STDCt<. RECEIPTS 
HAR !". Al.• T./AC. M. T. HAC. M. T. i1 eu. M. T • M. T • M. T. M. T. M. T. M. $ 
19 7 3 lC2. 3<t ".oo 205. 04 36.20 237. 70 - 2.s5 15 3. 60 171.10 't4.40 215.10 22.20 9982.26 
1974 l00.7u 1.64 165. lD 52. 9't 187.20 3.1 0 123. 30 1.36 .20 3 7 .20 17 3. 40 14.40 123J6.00 
1975 l 02. 60 2.25 230.51 54.30 245.41 l.89 14 l. 5<t 162.27 45 .I) l 207.&7 J7.5't 10369.52 
1~76 103.09 2. 20 226.49 51.JL 264.33 1.8 7 155.35 117.51 49.83 221. 34 36.99 9975.93 
1971 lo:;. ts 2.11> 226.21 54; 65 263. 5 0 2 .11 156. 74 l 79 .64 48 .81 228.<tS :;5.05 log31.61 
197& 105.C7 ;_: .19 229.96 59.75 265.32 2.22 156.64 l 80.19 48.18 .!Zd.;7 3o.9't 11580.72 
l "7 9 l<J7.Jl 2 .18 234.28 64.39 271.52 2. 32 141. 70 l 83. 88 49.26 L33.13 38. 39 12483. 58 
'I: UAN(E CtLCULATrn FRC'4 i:!A!:.E FCR 1979 
1.23 -6 ... 6 -5.30 -23. 05 -8. ll 22.31 -3.42 -2.66 -14 .6 3 -5.46 -21.49 15.83 
:g Cj-,mGE CAL CUL AT ED FRUM tlASE FOR 1915 TO 1919 
-0. Cl -2 .oo -2.06 -21.95 -2.68 5.15 -0.44 -0.37 -4.10 -1.20 -10.so 3.16 
wHEAT 
\/ARI ABLE TOTAL 
HAR \I EST ED Y !ELD TOTAL EXPENSE TOTAL PR! CE FEED OD'4EST IC TOTAL DI SAPP EAR- ENO ING CASH 
ACREAGE PER AC.RE PRODUCTION PER AC.RE SUPPLY RECEIVED DE HANO DEMAND EXPORTS ANC.E YEM STD:K ll.ECE I PTS 
'rE t R ,. . AC. dU./AC. M. BU. SI AC.. H. BU. SIBU. M. au. M. BU. H. au. M. BU. M. BU. ·~. $ 
1973 53.87 31. 77 1711.'tO 20. 13 2153.65 4.00 140. 30 751.20 1147.90 1905.10 247.00 568t1.ll 
1974 (;~. 50 2 7 .3 7 1793.00 32. 13 2042. 00 4.10 75.00 692.00 1100.00 179 2 .oo 2 50 .oo 7264.00 
1975 67 .50 34.05 2298.15 37.56 2549.15 2.3't 200.01 a 29 .o5 1269.23 2098 .!HJ 450.26 5167.63 
l97t 64. 16 J3.0;> 2118.24 35.40 .2569.50 2.116 225.14 845.79 122.J. 71 2069.50 500.00 5819.23 
1977 63.41 33.2t 21C9. 11 3S. 47 2610.12 2 .71 23 7 .94 850. 76 1181.34 2032.10 578.02 5488. 02 
1978 62.02 32 .97 2044.59 41.44 26£3.61 2.11 248.43 857 .63 111>8.84 2026.47 59 7. 14 5429.95 
197'1 6L.18 32.83 ZO'H.12 44.34 2639.26 2.82 258.07 864.89 1167.'<6 2032. 35 606.91 5517.13 
'I: Cl-~f\CE CALCULAHC FROM BASE FOR 1979 
0.45 -5 .93 -5. 50 -11. 36 -6. ll 12.62 -0.74 -1.38 -8.43 -5.56 -7.91 6.43 
" Ci-<ANG E CALCULATED FROM BASE FOR 1975 TD 1979 -0.38 -0.82 -1.05 -9.14 -2.25 0.12 0.39 0.09 -1.06 -0.59 -8.03 -0.59 
SOYBEANS 
VARIABLE TOTAL 
HAR\/ EST E:D YIELD TOTAL EXPENSE TOTAL PRICE OOME:ST IC TOT Al DIS APPEAR- E~DING CASH 
ACREAGl PER ACRE PROOUC. T ION P!:R ACi<E SUPPLY REC.EI YEO CRUSHINGS DEMAND EXPORTS ANCf YEA< STOCK RECE:!PT S 
YEM< ". AC. t>v .I AC. M. BU. $/AC.. M. Bl!. $/BU. M. au. M. BU. M. su. H. BU. M. BU. M. $ 
1973 So.42 2.1. 71 l5b6.52 27.52 1626.10 5. 75 821. 30 912. 50 542.00 1436.00 171.60 884o.54 
1974 52. 50 23 ·'•9 1233.00 33. 118 1404.00 6025 72 5. 00 <!04.00 4&5.00 1269.0J 13 5.00 ')919.0C 
1975 5~.50 27.67 1535.43 32.14 1070.43 3.8:> 786.75 86&. 75 5i4.08 1380.84 289. 59 5758.03 
197t 5~ .92 27 .28 1S2!>o3C 29.97 1814.89 j.60 880.09 960.09 573.96 1539. 05 275.B3 5385.7) 
1977 54.55 2 7 .09 14 77. 94 31. 33 1753. 78 3 .95 896.40 9 76 .40 591.44 1567.85 185.93 5720.52 
1978 53 .55 27 .11 1451.72 34.04 1631.64 4.110 892.20 972.20 574.71 1546.91 90.73 6824.4b 
1979 56.22 l.1 .26 1532. 50 jfl.14 1623.23 0.09 887.91 967.91 ~69.76 1537.1>7 85.57 9144.14 
i Cl-AN GE CALCULATED FRCM BASE: FOR 1'179 
-1.38 ~_i .46 -4.Bl -20. 54 -5. j'.) l c. 70 -; .. 54 -5.ll -b.84 -6.52 22.24 s. 3 7 
% Cl-.i!f\GE CALCULATEC FROM !JASE FOR 1975 TU 19B ~ 
0.08 -1.16 -1.08 -2 l. 54 -1.28 3.32 -0.95 -0.87 -l.94 -1.n -l.31 l. 78 N 
O'I 
10 PCT EN Ef<GY Pld CE INCKEASb NO CONSTRAINTS UR SHORTAGES 
Cl.iTTON 
\/ARI ABLE MILL TOTAL 
r·ARV ES TEC Y lELO TOTAL EXPENSE TOTAL PRICE CON SUMP- DOMESTIC TOTAL DISAPPEAR- E"IDI NG CASH 
ACREAGE PER ACt<E PRDDUC T !UN PER ACRE SUPPLY RECEillEO TION DEMAND EXPORTS ANCE YEAR STOCK RECEIPTS 
YEAR M. AC. Ll> 5 ./AC • M. BALES HAC. M. !JALES S /Ltl. M. llAL ES M. BALES M. tlALES H. BAL ES M. <!ALES M. $ 
197 3 11 .90 ~ 28 .40 u.10 ue.51 11. 08. 0.44 7.40 7.40 b .10 13.50 3 .BG 2286.80 
1974 1£.60 4<tl.90 11.60 14~.39 15.40 o. 40 5. 70 5.70 3 .;o 9.20 6.20 2932.00 
1975 9.40 4 rn. 53 9. 37 139.83 15.57 0.41 6. lb 6 .16 3.66 10.04 5. 53 1860.07 
l97t 9.b8 46 l:l. 69 9.o5 149.67 15. 18 0.44 6.43 6.43 3.81 10.24 4.94 2040.89 
l<i7 7 10.0~ 465.ZZ 9.78 16 l. 59 14. 72 C. ~B 6.41 6 • .-.1 4.80 11. 21 3.51 2727. 29 
lS7o 12 .27 ~OJ .J.2 12.87 183.l't 16 • .>8 0.41 6.00 6.00 4 .6 3 10 .o.J 5. 7'> 2531.94 
1979 9.72 394. 39 7,98 176.77 13.73 0.64 6.12 6.12· 4.16 10.211 3. 45 2460,66 
~ UANGE C tL CUL AT EC FROM BASE FOR 1979 
-1. 84 -21. 7 8 -23.LZ -17.68 - ll. 39 28.40 -2.88 -2.SB -13 .28 -7.38 -21. 52 - l. 42 
:i: Cf-tNlE UL CUL AT EC FRO' HASE HF 1975 TO 1979 
.!.. 73 - 7. 51 -4. 52 -13. d9 -2.97 8.lJ -1.21 -1.21 -4.57 -2 .60 -3.80 l. 19 
LI \/ESTOCK PRODUCTICN 
BEEF ANO SHEEP ANO 
VEAL PORK LAMB CHICKEN TURKEY 
"· LBS, M. LBS. M. LBS. M. LBS. M. LBS. EGG MILK YEAR CAR. lo T, CAR. "T • C.~R • ~T. RTC RTC M. ooz.· ill. LBS. 
1973 21634.00 l.2751.0C 514.CO 8916. 00 1956.00 5544.00 1156 20 .oo 
1974. 23486,00 13688.00 470.00 IJ970. 00 1945.00 5454.00 115400.00 
1975 2~300.CC 11800.00 420.00 84 70 .oo 1840.00 5220.00 115500.00 
l';Jt 272l!l.02 120bB.34 415.33 9205.85 20·12. 98 5519.06 1113 77. 75 
1917 26979.67 133~9. 75 4lC.44 9240. 77 2034. 4/J 5613.50 ll 8101.69 
1978 27b2b.70 14280.64 405.<;7 9176.45 2032.65 5661.23 118736.63 
19 7'> 2"!500.39 l4JJ4,BB 397. 4b 9257.44 2012.10 5739.10 ll 9557. Bl 
l Cl-At>.U CALCULATEC FRUM BASE FOR 197<; 
-0.12 -4 .28 -0. 13 -4. 07 -3.60 -1.56 -0. H 
% Cl-tNGE CH CUL AT EC FRC~· BASE fCR 1975 TO 1979 
-o. u -0.81 0.01 -0.46 -0.47 -o .21 -0.04 
L II/ESTOCK PR ICES 
BEEF AND SHEEP AND 
VEAL PCRK LAMB Chi CK EN TURKEY EGG MILK 
YEAR $/Lo• S/LB. S/LB. S/LB. S/ L8. $/LB. $/l B. 
1973 0.4280 0.3840 0.3530 O. Zttl 0 0.3820 0.5410 0.0714 
1974 0.3570 u.J430 0.3750 0.2050 0.2830 o.5280 0.0830 
1975 0.32CC c. 412 5 0.3850 O • .!bOO 0.3350 o.seoo 0.0855 
l97t il. J'o53 C.4ll'l 0.3881 o. 2112 0.2692 0 .4827 o.oea2 
1977 0 .44 73 o • .:1161 o. 41 <12 0.1965 0.2758 0.4832 0.0924 
l'17d 0.5214 u.J443 o. 449'+ 0.2113 0. 2942 o. 5104 0.097b 
1979 0.5628 o. Jt72 c. 4 74<1 0.2~91 o.3131 o. 5260 u .1021 
'.I: Ct-ANGE C ~L CUL AT EC FROM BASE FOR l'l19 
i> .1908 ll.Z~9 l 3.2d2 '). 07 64 7 .%99 9.5794 2 .18 BS 
t Cl-~HE CALCOLATEC FRGM eASE f(R 197? TC ln9 I-' 
1.3442 o. 511 !l C. t,S46 o. 7303 0.6346• 0 .8 729 0.2953 N 
-.J 
lC PCl EN Ef<G¥ PRICE 11\CREASE:, l<C CO\STRAlllTS CR SHOllTAGES 
LIVESTOCK CASH RECEIPTS 
BE Ef- AND ShEEP ANO 
V i:Al PlJRK LA~fl CHI CK EN TURKEY EGG MILK 
H~R M, $ "'· $ 14. $ Mo $ Mo $ Mo $ H. $ J" 7 ~ 22 738. '72 ll:45.63 383. 78 2879..81 933. 54 2971.21 80 H .18 
J.974 LC~95.72 H14.2t 424.91 2't50.96 726.40 2960.61 8015.32 
1975 19"'->l..82 7t60.l:l 313. 25 3092. 62 7 70. 13 3118 .43 9670.Z't 
197 6 <:328C .OT 7<l22. 55 312.04 2130. 73 617.05 2744.20 10140.35 
1477 "'7050>. fo 6646.38 390.22 2549.63 701.16 2793.77 10689.35 
LS7E 34o7Y.04 7731>.57 421. GS 2722.67 74 7 .02 2976.36 113 52 .04 
1979 3U63.4i> 8263 .L.3 435.59 2977.90 81o.84 3109 .21 119 51.86 
' Otl\GE OLl.ULAT EC FRCM BASE FOR 197'1 5.43 6.50 3.07 4.64 4.09 7.87 1.81 
% Ct-ANGE CtLLULAT EC FkUr~ bASE FD~ 1975 TC 1979 
l. 18 o. 56 0.47 o. 38 o. 44 o.ao o. 26 
PRICE:S OF FEEO GRAINS 
PRICE LlF PRICE OF PRICE OF PRICE OF PRICE OF FRACTION 
CURN SURGHUH BARLEY OATS FEED GRAIN FE:ED GRAIN 
VEAR ~I bU. $/BU. $/BU. $/BU. $/T. SOLD 
1913 2. 55 2.13 2.u 1.16 92.55 0.62 
l'i74 3.10 3.05 2.95 1.66 13 lo 08 0.67 
1975 lo89 lo77 l. 44 o. 96 65. 95 0.68 
· 1976 l .87 l.76 l.43 0.96 65. 50 0.67 
1977 2. ll 1.98 lo60 1.oa 73. 67 0.66 
1978 2.22 2.011 l.69 1.u 77.53 0.65 
1979 2 .32 2.18 1.77 1.19 81.23 0.65 
:i; CrAl\GE ULCULATEC FROM oASE FOR 1979 
22 .3l 24.54 17.92 18.72 22 .31 -1.22 
:( C rANGE CRCULATEC FRUM c!ASE FOR l<J75 TO l'H9 
5.15 5.54 -5.11 -B.31 5.15 -0.38 
TUT Al WHEAT 
INDEX Uf INDEX OF LI VESTGCK BY-PRODUCTS CONCENTPATES POUGHAGE FOOD 
PRICES PAIC PR ICES REC. PRODUCT llJ~. HO FED FED DEMAND 
YEllR FOi< FEED FOR LI I/EST CCK UNITS M. T. H. T. M. T. M. BU. 
1973 3 07. 89 496.0C 80.24 34.60 194.60 215.52 530.10 
1974 4j 7. 52 459.75 82. 41 5C.4C l. 79.90 21Z .88 530.00 
1975 217.56 466.95 80. '>2 48. 33 20308/ Ll2.62 545.64 
1S1C 211. 33 477.15 84.72 50.51 2 22. 22 224.93 538.65 
1977 235. 22 504.23 86.!!7 42.52 217.90 2Z'J .65 532.B2 
197tl 262 .92 559.59 89. 23 42. 61 2 19. 7i 2 36 .95 529.20 
1979 300.98 595. 79 d9.49 44.64 2 07. 08 24.Z.31 526.82 
" CrlNGE C ~L CU LAT ED FROM BASE FOR 1979 16.14 6.C6 -2. 12 l .35 -2 .12 -o .40 -1.90 
:( Cr ANGE CtLCULATEC FROM BASE FOR 1975 TO l'H9 f-' 
3.05 0.83 -o. 34 0.28 -o. 24 -0.01 -0.03 IV 
00 
10 fCT ENtFGY f'ldCl l NCR EA St. NO CONSTRAINTS GR SHORTAGES 
LI VESTCCK PRCOUC T!CN cos ls 
VAR. PROD. 
TOT AL CllS T TUT Al COST TOTAL NUN- TOTAL COST PR I CE OF COST OF FR ACT ION 
CF PROTE!~< FEED GKAJNS FEED COST OF ROUGHAGE HAY HAY UF HAY 
YEii~ ·M. ~ M. $ ". $ M. $ SIT. $/AC. SOLD IS 13 &200. 79 10051. EC 8332.4'1 4215.44 41.60 10 .68 0.20 
1974 lb423.06 12343.82 9181. 51 5430.41 50.70 14.23 0.22 
1975 7185.91 7441.30 1CC54.68 5717.18 50. 00 15.92 0.22 
197t Jobl .84 EC36.88 11098.38 ~829.56 44.42 16 .89 a.22 
1977 7069.'H 89l9. 79 11710. 73 61 76. q3 44. 76 18 .01 0.22 
l97b 860~.54 9357.10 12439.57 b704. 98 45.35 19 .3<'t 0.22 
l <J7 ~ ll.441.80 89<'.9.39 12946.38 7095.63 45. 71 20.69 0.22 
% OA1'H CALCULA HD F RCM BASE FCR 1'179 
12. 20 8. 8ti -1. 27 0.16 l. 59 0 .o -0.50 
t C~JNGE CAL CUL AT EC FROM bASt: FOR 1975 TO 1979 
3.40 -c. 't.i -0.24 -0.05 0.11 o.o -0.12 
DEFICIENCY PAYMENTS 
All ALL 
CORN SORGHUM BARL EV FEED GRAINS WHEAT COTTON CROPS 
YEAR M. !. M. $ M. $ Mo s M. $ H. $ M. $ 
1973 o.o O.G o. 0 o. 0 o.o o.o a.a 
1974 0 .o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1975 o.o o.o u.o o.o 3S2.62 179.66 532.27 
197t o.o o.o 33.·94 33. 94 o.o 301.57 335.50 
1977 a.a o.o o.o o.o 214.35 o.o 214. 35 
197E o.o o.o o.o o.o o. 0 705. 05 705.05 
l <;7<; o.o o.o c.o o.o 189.79 o.o 189.79 
~ Cl-ANGE C,ILCULAT EC FROM BASE FOR 1979 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o 
' Ct-,INH OLCULATtC FROM BASE FCR 1975 TO 197'1 o.o o.o 6.79 6079 151. 35 237.26 395.39 
GOVERNMENT STOCKS 
FEED GR A !N 5 wHE:AT SCYBEAr. COTTON 
Ei<D!Nu YEAR ENDING YEAR ENDING YE.AR ENIJ!NG YEAR 
GCVT STOCKS GCVT STOCKS GOVT STOCKS Gu VT STOCKS 
YEM< M. T. M. BU. "'· eu. M. BALES 1973 o.o 1.ao o. c 0.20 
1974 o .a o.o o.o o.o 
1'>75 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
19 7t o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1977 a.a o.o o.o o.o 
19711 o.o o.o o.o 0.19 
l'.i7S o.o o.o u.G 0. l 9 
:I;; Ct-,INGE: UL CUL AT ED FROM tlASE FOR 1979 
u.o a.a o. 0 o. 0 
; Cl- tN( E CHCULATEO FRC~ BASE FOR 1975 TO 1979 I-' 
o.o o.o o.o o.08 N 
\,,0 
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lC PCT ENHGY PR ICE !NCf(EAS~, NO CCNSTRAIJl.TS CR SHORTAGE:S 
GCVT '.:.ET ASICE PAYl'El\TS 
GLVT PAYMENT GUVT PAYMENT GOVT PAYMENT GOVT PAYMENT TiJ 
ft HJ GRA!r>. VCL. wl-'EAT VOL. COTTON VOL. CROPS OTHER THAN 
SE:T-ASIDE Si:T-ASIOE SET-AS IDE FG,1<HEAT,CCTTCJI. 
YEH M, ~ M, $ M. $ M, $ 
1973 114.:C .oo 474.00. 71 a. oo zn .• oo 
1974 o.o o.o o.o 2 73 .oo 
I<; 7 5 c.c o.o c.c 2 oo.oo 
1976 o.o u.o c.o H5. l 9 
1977 o.o o.o a.a ..'57.13 
I<; 7 8 o.o o.o 0 .o 152.57 
1979 o.o o.c c.o 200. 00 
' UA~H C Ill lUL AT EC FRUM LiA'>i: fCR l 9 79 a.a o.o o.o o.o 
% Ct-~NGE Ctl CUL AT ED FiWM dA SE FUR 1975 TO 1979 
a.a o.o o.o o.o 
FEED GRAIN EXOGENOUS DATA 
CuRN CORN PAYMENT FOOD,SEED CCRN AUMINIS-
ACK EAGE LCM, NEW LOAN VOLUNTARY & I NOUS TRY TARGET ALLOTTED TRAT IVE 
SET-AS I OE RA TE RATE SET-A SIDE IMPORTS CE"ANO PRICE ACREAGE CORN YIELD 
YEAR M. AC. S/liU, $/BU, H. $ H, T. M. T. $/BU. H. AC·. llU./AC. 
1973 Y ,42 l. Cd 1. Od 1142. 00 o.3o 17.30 o.o 114.40 &7.00 
1S74 o.o l.lC 1.10 . o.o 0.50 18.10 l.38 87.00 75.00 
1975 o.o l.lC 1. 10 o.o 0.50 20.73 l.70 89.00 92.00 
1976 o.o i.10 lo 10 o. c 0.30 22.16 1. 82 88.00 97.00 
1977 o.o l.10 l.10 o.o 0.30 22.90 l.83 89.00 99.50 
1'178 o.o l.lC lo 10 o.o 0.30 23.55 l. 7Z 90.00 lUl.50 
197<; o.o l. 10 1. 10 o. c 0.30 'o2.18 1.83 91.00 lCJ,OCJ 
:t C ~ ~NCE CtLCULAT EC FRUM BASE FOR 1979 
o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o 21.83 o.o o.o 
:g nAfl.GE CALCULATED FROM tASE FOR 1975 TO 1<;7'i 
a.a o.o o.o o.o o.o o.a o.o o.o o.o 
WHEAT EXOGENOUS DATA 
PAYMENT SEED & AOHINIS-
ACREAGE LOAN NEw LOAN VOL UN TAR Y I NOUS TR l AL ·TARGET ALLOTTED c HAT IVE 
SET-AS IDE RA TE: RATE SET-ASIDE IMPORTS DEMAND PRICE ACREAGE 'l'IELO 
YEAR M. AC. S/illJ, 5/8U. M. s M. BU. H. eu. $/BU. M, AC. llU./AC. 
1913 7.31 1.25 1. 25 'o 14. GO 3.80 83. 00 o.o 17 .7d 31.00 
1974 0 .a l.37 1.37 o.o 2.00 87.00 2.05 55.CO n.110 
l q 15 o.o 1.37 lo 31 o.o i.oo B'o.00 2.55 53,50 12.so 
l '176 o.o l. 3 7 lo 3 7 o. c i.co 82.00 2.H 'i8.50 33.10 
l <;77 o.o 1. 3 7 lo 3 7 o.o l .ac 80.00 2.82 58.30 33.70 
1978 o.a l.37 l.J7 o.o 1. oc 1:10.00 2.14 58.20 .H.30 
197<; o.o 1.37 l • .:17 o.o l.OO so. 00 2.91 58.10 34.90 
;i: CHNCE CHCULATE!J FROM llASE FOR 19 79 
o.o c.o o.o o.o c. 0 o.o 26.49 o.o o.o 
:t: C~~NCE CAL CUL AT ED FRUM BASE FOR l '115 TO 1979 I-' 
o.o (J .o o.o o.c o.o o.o o.a o.o o.o w 
I-' 
lC FC T ENERGY PR ICE IN CR l:A SE. NO CUN~TRA!NTS OR SHOR TAG!: S 
~OYtltAN EXOGENOGS DATA 
PAYMENT SEE:C,FEEO 
ACREAGE L,JA" NE• LOAN VulUN TARY & RE SIOUAL 
~ET-A'.l i:E iZ ATE RAH SET-ASlOE IMPORTS USE 
Yf AR ~. M:. $/Bu. S/BU. ,. . $ M. BU. M. BU. 
l 9 ·1 3 o.u .:'.: • .2: .c.25 o.o o. 0 91.20 
1974 ;) • 0 L • .2 5 2. 2~ o. 0 o.o 79.00 
I <.J 7 '.i o.o L.25 2.2, o.o o.o B0.00 
l <J 76 o.o ". 2 5 2.25 o.o o.o ac.oo 
1977 o.o .!. .2? 2. 25 o. c o.o ao.oo 
1978 (J .o i.,'5 2.25 o.c o.o 80.00 
l 'J7 9 0.0 2 • .2 5 L. 25 o.o o.o au.oo 
:i: Ct-ANGE CAL CUL AT t:C FRiJM 11ASE FOR 1979 
0 .o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
% C;,JlllGE CALClJL AT EC FROI', eASE FCR 1915 TC 1'179 
o.o c.o o. 0 o.c o.o o.o 
COTTON E:XOGENOUS DATA 
PAYMENT ADM IN IS 
ACREAGE LOAN r-tEW LOAN VOLUNTARY TARGET ALLOTTED TRATIVE 
SE:T-ASICE RATE RATE SET-ASIDE IMPORTS PRICE ACREAGE YI ELD 
YEAR "'· AC. $/Lt!• S/LB. "'· $ M. BALES S/LB. M. AC. LB .I AC. 1973 o.o C. l ':i c. 19 118.00 o. 07 o.o 10.00 541.00 
1974 o.o 0.25 o. 25 o. c o.o o.3B lt.OO 442.00 
l 'i7':i o.o 0.34 0.34 o.o o.o 0.45 ll.00 490.00 
l S 7t o.o iJ. 3 7 o. 3 7 o.c o.o o.50 11.00 490.00 
1977 0.0 0.40 o. 40 o. c o. 0 0.53 l l.00 490.00 
1978 o.o 0.41 0.41 o.o o.o 0.54 11.00 490.00 
1975 o.o C.42 0.42 o.o o.o 0.56 l l. 00 490.00 
:g U~NGE C ~L CUL AT EG Ft<OM BASE FOR 1979 
0 .o o.o o.o o.o o.o lb.56 o.o o.o 
% U~NGE C ~L CUL AT EC fRGI< EASE FCR 1975 TO 1979 
o.o o.o o.o o. c o.o o.o o.o o.o 
lC PCT ENErGY PRICE INCREASE. NO CCNSTRAINTS CR SHCPT AGES 
1975 1976 1917 1978 1979 
t!ASE SIM. BASE SIM. 13ASE SI Mo BASE SIM. BASE SIM. 
I-ARV ESTH ACREAGE 
HEO GRAINS (Mo AC. I 1C2.6C 102.60 103. 71) 103.09 104.60 103.65 104. 90 105.07 106.00 107.31 
WI-EAT IM.AC.J 67. 50 6 7. 50 6.5.50 64.16 63.70 63.41 61.90 62 .02 01.90 62.18 
SCYBElNS IM.AC. l 55.50 55. 50 55.00 55. 92 54.00 54.55 54.00 53.55 57 .oo 56.U 
CCTTIJf\(1".AC. l 9.40 9.40 9 .so 9. 88 9. 50 10.09 11. 70 12.27 9.90 9. 72 
PPOC:U CT I CN 
FEED GR .Al NS l M. TCf'.S l 216.90 230.51 230 .40 226.49 236.00 226. 21 240.90 22 9.96 247.40 234.28 
hi-EAT I M.su.) 2126. 00 2298.15 2168.00 2118. 24 2147.00 2109.11 2123.00 2044.59 2160.00 2041.12 
SC YEE tNS lM. l:lU. I 15GO.CC 153-5.43 1500.00 1525.30 1485.00 14 77. 94 1510.00 1451.72 16 10 .oo 1532.50 
c.::TTC!ICP<.NH BAL ES l 9.110 9.37 9.90 9. 65 9. 90 9.78 12.00 12.87 lO .40 7.98 
CATTLElM.CAR.~T.LBS.l 253CU.OO 25300.CO 27000 .oo 27218.02 21000.00 26979 .o 7 27800.00 27626.70 27700.00 27500.39 
PCRKlM.CA~.wT.LBS.l 11800 .oo ll 80C. 00 11600.00 12068.34 13300. 00 13359.15 14702.00 14280.64 l497b.OO 14334.88 
St-£EP(M.CAKoWToLBS.l 420.00 42.0. cc 415.00 41 5. 33 410. 00 410.44 406.00 405.97 398.00 397.46 
Ch!CKHS ( M .RH LdS • l 8470.00 8470.00 8890 .oo 9205.85 9150.00 9240. 77 9400.00 H 7o .45 9650 .oo 9257.44 
Tl.iRKEYS IM.kTE LBS.I 1840.00 l84C.CC 1950.UO 2012.98 2020.00 2034.48 2080.00 2032.65 2150.00 2072.70 
EGGS (M. OOl. l 5220.CC 522 c. co 5440.00 5519. C6 5000.00 5613 .so 5720.00 5661.23 '>830.00 5739.10 
.. I l K I M .L BS • l ll,5GC.OC 115500. cc 117000.00 117377. 75 118000. 00 118101.69 119000.00 118736.63 120000.00 119557.81 
PR IC ES 
CC RN U/EU.) 2.25 1.89 2 .oo 1.87 l. 90 2.11 1.85 2.22 1.90 2.32 
ioHEAT IS/BU. l 3.15 2. 34 2 .75 2.86 2. 50 2.11 2.50 2.11 2.50 2.s2 
SCYEEANSIS/BU. l 4.CO 3. 63 3.75 3.60 3.90 3 .95 4.40 4.80 5.50 6.09 
C CTTON U/l a. l 0 .39 0.41 0.41 0.44 o. 55 0.58 0.45 0.41 a.so 0.64 
CilTTLElS/LBol 0.32 0.32 o.3a o.36 o. 45 0.45 0.50 o.52 o.53 o.56 
PCRK(S/LB.l 0.41 0.41 0.4o 0.41 0.32 0.12 0.32 0.34 0.33 0.37 
SHEEP I $/LB.) 0.38 c. 38 0.40 0.39 0.42 0.42 0.44 0.4!:> 0.46 0.47 
Cl-I CK ENSU/L 8. I 0.26 o. 26 0.23 0.2.1 o. 20 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.21 o. 23 
Tl.JR KEYS IS/ LB. I O.:B 0.33 0.£9 0.21 o.2a 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.31 
EGGSIS/OOZ.J 0.58 0.58 0 .53 0.48 0.49 0.48 o.48 0.51 0.48 0.53 
I' ILK I SI CWT• I 8.55 8. 55 9.00 e. 02 9. 28 9.24 9.63 9 .76 9 .99 10.21 
CAS~ RECEIPT SIM .S) 88289.31 85664. 56 92518.94 89312.19 95773.19 96575.0o 102431.44 106418.19 10&930.88 114440.00 
crnPS(M.$1 43539. 00 40914. 25 41775.06 40980. 78 42 014. 98 43158.43 43156.42 45206.09 46539.72 49009.50 
L 111 ESTOCK( M.U 44750.36 44750.36 50743.92 48331.41 53758. 23 53416.64 59275.02 6121£.14 62391.111 65430.Sb 
TCTAL GOVT PAYMENTS (Mo $1 200.00 732. 27 200.00 420. 69 257. 13 471.48 200.00 85 7 .62 200.00 389.79' 
FEED GRAlNSIM.Sl o.o o.o 0 .o 33.94 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Wl-Et.Tl~.Sl o.o 352.t2 0 .o o.o o.o 214.35 o.o o.o o.o 189, 79 
COTTON IM. SI o.c l 79. 66 114. 8 l 301. 5 7 o. 0 o.o 47 .43 705.05 0 .o o.o 
GRCSS FAFM INCOME lM. $I '76929 .oo 94836. 75 1CC918.00 9788b.88 l C33lh 00 104326.50 109846.00 114522.63 116430.00 12217d.06 
FFCCLCTICN EXPE!loSESIM.$) 710CO .cc 75112.b9 83900 .oo 61945.50 87200.00 86525.75 93030.00 93278.09 98730.00 98850.56 




lC FC 1 ENERGY PR! CE 11'.CREASE, I\[ CCl'.SHAil'.TS CR St-C~HGES 
1915 1976 1977 1978 1979 
llASE SIK. BASE SIM. BASE SIM. t!ASE SIM. t!AS l: SIM• 
DPORTS 
FHD GRAINS(M.TONSI 42 .20 45.61 47.20 49. 83 50. 70 48 .81 54.20 't B. ltl ~7.70 49.26 
~HUT<M.BU.l ll25.00 12<;9.23 1200 .oo 1.2.2.3. 71 1225. 00 ll81.J4 1250.00 llbS.84 1275.00 llb7.46 
SCYBE tNS IM. l:!U.1 5CO.OO 514. cs 560 .oo 578.96 590.00 591.44 610.00 574.71 62 5 .oo 569. 1b 
CCTTOI'. tM.NET llALES I 4.CQ 3.88 4.00 3. 81 5.00 4.80 4.50 4.63 4.80 4.16 
•IELE/t-AR~~STEO ACRE 
FEED GRAINS I TON/AC.I 2 •. 11 2.25 2.22 2.20 2.26 2.18 2 .:rn 2.19 2.33 2.10 
WPEHIBU./AC.l 31.50 34.05 33.10 33. 02 33. 70 33.26 34.30 32.97 34.69 32.83 
SCYBEANSIBU./AC.l 21 .03 27.67 27 .27 27.28 27. 50 27.09 27.% 27.ll 28.l':> 27 .26 
CCTTOI< tLeS./AC.l 500.43 478.53 500.21 468.69 500. 21 465.22 492.31 503. u 504.24 394.39 
lUf\ RHES 
CORN ( $/ eu. l l.lC l. 10 i.10 1.10 1. 10 1.10 l.10 1. 10 1.10 1.10 
SCRGHUM IS/ SU. I l.05 lo 05 1.05 l. 05 l. 05 1.05 i.os 1.05 l .05 1.05 
BARLOIHBU.l 0.90 0.90 0 .90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.9C 0.90 
Ill- EAT I !/BU. l l. 37 1.37 l .11 1. 31 l. 3 7 1.37 1.37 1.37 1.37 1. 3 7 
CCTTON 1$/L B. I 0.34 o. 34 0.37 o. 3 7 o. 40 0 .40 o .41 o.41 0.42 0.42 
TAR GET PR ICES 
Cl.iRN I$/ EU. I lo 38 l. 70 1.58 1. 82 1. 61 1.83 1.48 1.7 2 l .50 1.83 
SCF<GHUMU/BU. l 1.31 1.61 1.50 1.13 1. 53 1. 74 1.41 1.63 l.4J 1.73 
BHLEY ($/BU. I 1.13 1.39 1.29 1.49 lo 32 1.50 1.21 1.41 1.23 l. 50 
w h E AT I $/ ilU • I 2. C5 2. 55 2.31 2. 74 2.38 2.82 2.29 2.74 Z .30 l.91 
CCTTONU/l B. I 0 .36 0.45 0.43 o. 50 0.46 0.53 0.46 0.54 o.4a 0.56 
ALLCTTE C ~CREA GE 
CCFl'.Ci".AC.J 61.00 61.00 60.00 60.00 61.00 61.00 !>2.00 &2.00 63.00 63.00 
SCRGHU~IM.AC.l u •• 60 16.60 lo .oo 16.60 16. 60 16.60 16. 6.0 16.60 16.60 16.60 
BARLEY IM .AC. I 11.40 11. 40 11. 40 11. 40 11. 40 11.40 11.40 11.40 11 .40 ll.4C 
. wrEATIM.AC.l 53.50 53. 50 56.5C 58. 50 58. 30 ~8.30 58.20 58.20 ~ll.H; SB.10 
CCTTG~ (M.AC. I 11.00 11.00 11.00 11. 00 11.00 11.00 11.00 11.00 u.oo 11.00 
r-l 
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